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Summary 

The different bonding types in carbon nitride films during growth are investigated by use of FTIR 
absorption reflection spectroscopy. The carbon nitride films were created by plasma beam 
deposition with use of a cascaded are. 

The IR light absorption in thin films on top of silicon substrates is too low for measuring film 
changes on a (sub)monolayer level. For increased IR light absorption special substrates are 
needed. The suggested substrates in literature for increased IR absorption are the Optical Cavity 
substrate and metal substrate. Simulations showed that a new substrate basedon a Si02 layer on 
top of a metal substrate (SIM) showed a better absorption enhancement than the OCS and metal 
substrate. The absorption enhancement by the SIM substrate is larger as compared to metal 
substrate and about twice as high as compared to the OCS. Experiments showed an increased IR 
absorption on the SIM substrate by a factor of 4 as compared to an aluminum substrate. 

Time resolved measured of carbon nitride film growth showed that C=N honds are dominant 
during the initial growth. This may be related to the adsorption of C=N radicals from the plasma 
on the surface. During the initial growth the C-C honds seem to be more dominantly present as 
compared to absorption in bulk carbon nitride films. 

After deposition the C=N honds are probably transformed to honds like C=N and C=C. This 
transformation occurs when the film is exposed to ambient air, argon gas, argon plasma or during 
annealing of the film. From these measurement it was concluded that the number of C=N honds 
on the surface is higher as compared to bulk. A explanation for the transformation was suggested 
by the combination of physi-sorbed C=N species to other bonding structures. 

Etching of carbon nitride films showed an increase of C=N honds while other honds decreased 
due to the removal of materiaL This increase in C=N honds was explained by breaking up of the 
nitrogen bond in C=N-N=C structures that leads to the creation of C=N honds. 

Simulation of measured IR spectra correlated the IR absorption rate to growth rate of the film. It 
was concluded that for different depositions the density of different bonded types changed despite 
the nearly constant refractive index. 

A growth model was proposed to explain the creation of different honds during the carbon nitride 
growth. This model relates species from the plasma to the film growth. 
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1. Introduetion 

1.1 Technology assessment 

In this work the plasma beam deposition of carbon nitride is studied. The two main interests are 
the plasma and the film that is created. The work presented here will focus on the growth of the 
film in time. The goal is to gain more insight in the deposition mechanism and the influence of 
the plasma on the structure of the film. 
Carbon nitride films are of interest for industry because of the expectation that these films may be 
even harder than diamond films[LIUS91 . Carbon nitride films were expected to exhibit diamond-like 
properties like a low friction coefficient, high optical transparency, wear resistance and chemical 
inertness[soo971 . The practical uses for hard carbon nitride films can for instanee be sought in 
wear resistive and hard surface coatings. Possible applications can be found in magnetic 
recording disks, for cutting tools, or in engines. The objective is to improve product quality and 
more importantly rnaintaio a long er lifetime of the always limited raw materials. 
The research presented here endeavors to gain more knowledge on the deposition mechanisms by 
use of FTIR absorption reflection spectroscopy. This technique reveals information about the 
various bonding types in the film which are related to the film quality. Forthese studies an in-situ 
FTIR absorption reflection diagnostic was set up to measure the film properties at consecutive 
times during growth. Besides the study of carbon nitride films this setup can also be used for 
future studies on other films like hydrogenated amorphous silicon (a-Si:H) or amorphous 
hydrogenated (a-C:H). 

1.2 Absorption of IR in films 

The energies for rotational and vibrational states of molecules are specific for different bonding 
types. Transition between the vibrational energy levels can be induced by absorption of photons. 
The photons that match these vibrational energies are mostly situated in the infrared speetral 
range. By measurement of the IR absorption as function of photon energy information can be 
gained about the different bonding types present. 
For solid state no free rotation exist in contrast to the gas phase and thus the rotational states are 
not important for study of the solid state honds. The vibrational energy levels can be attributed to 
different vibrational modes like for instanee stretching, bending, wagging or rocking[MAAnJ. The 
interaction between molecules in solid state causes a large number of different vibrational energy 
levels and hereby broad absorption bands for IR photons. The vibrational transition is only 
possible for molecules with a permanent electric dipole moment. This means that for symmetrie 
honds found for instanee in N2 or 02 molecules IR light will not or hardly be absorbed and thus 
making the symmetrie bonding types "infrared invisible". When symmetrie atomie honds are 
located within a matrix the vibrational energy levels can be slightly changed by the rest of the 
matrix. This also implies that symmetrie honds located within a molecule (for instanee C-C) can 
sometimes become infrared visible. Not all symmetrie honds in a matrix are measured and 
therefore no absolute assignment to the ratio of atoms or bonding types can be made by IR 
absorption studies. 
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Different bonding types may have approximately the same vibrational energy. This can make it 
difficult to determine the bonding types unambiguously. Because the atoms that can be expected 
in the deposited material are mostly known the number of possible bonding types can be 
narrowed down considerably. For the studies presented here the different bonding types in a 
carbon nitride film were investigated. Figure 1.1 shows an example of a typical IR absorption 
spectrum of a carbon nitride film deposited by use ofthe cascaded are(§ 1.3). 

0.05 

0.04 

0.03 
A' 

0.02 

0.01 

0 1 000 1200 1400 1600 1800 2000 2200 2400 2600 2800 3000 
wavenr (cm-1) 

Fig. 1.1: Absorption spectrum of a carbon nitride film deposited with carbon nozzle (see § 1.3). 

The IR absorption in a carbon nitride film is shown as function of the wavenumber (reciproke 
wavelength, proportional to the photon energy.) The absorption shows different overlapping 
absorption peaks in the 1500 cm-1 range located at approximately 1200, 1400 and 1600 cm-1

. 

Around 2200 cm-1 another absorption feature of the carbon nitride film is seen. Table 1.1 shows 
the values of the different bonding types and assumed matching wavenumber[DEU97

l,[NIM
98

l. 

Though these values give a good indication of the bonds found at different wavenumbers there is 
still some discussion about the assignments of wavenumbers to bonding types. 

Figure 1.1 shows that the absorption signal around 2200 cm-1 for C=N bonding types is much 
lower as compared to the absorption around 1500 cm-1

• This could either mean that less C=N 
bonded carbon nitrogen is present in the film or that the cross section for the vibrational transition 
ofC=N bonds could be lower as compared tothebonding types around 1500 cm-1

• For the exact 
ratio of the different bonding types the cross sections for the vibrational transitions of the 
different bonding types are needed. Also the incorporation of possible infrared invisible honds 
like N-N makes it difficult to give absolute concentradons assignment from IR absorption 
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measurements. Literature showed that significant amounts of nitrogen is bound in IR-invisible 
structures like the suggested N-N type bonds[cHo97l. 

One of the purposes for measuring the IR absorption spectra of carbon nitride films is to make a 
relation between film quality and bonding types. Previous research showed for instanee that the 
amount of C=N honds could be related to film hardness[CH097J, and that C=N honds in the 
network can cause termination of the network structure leading to a polymer like structure[SCH94J. 
The time resolved measurement of IR spectra during film growth might reveal information about 
the growth mechanism. Possibly a relation between the plasma species and the film growth can 
be discovered. 

1.3 The cascaded are setup 

The carbon nitride films are deposited by use of a cascaded arc[GIE961 . The setup is shown in 
figure 1.2. 

argon j nitrogen 

copper plates 

\ 
nozzle (anode) 

pumping 
system 

injection 
rmg 

Fig.l.2: Left picture shows schematic ofthe cascaded are. Right picture shows the experimental setup for deposition 
of for instanee carbon nitride films. 

For carbon nitride deposition a plasma is created in the cascaded are by applying a large voltage 
between the three cathocles in the are and the anode (nozzle). The argon nitrogen plasma expands 
from sub-atmospheric pressure in the are c~o.4 bar) to low pressure c~o.3 mbar) in the reaction 
vessel. The base pressure in the vessel is in the order of 1 o- mbar. In order to maintain the low 
pressure at high gas flows a large capacity pumping system is needed. When the plasma leaves 
the are no more power is added and the ions and electrous will start recombining. 
The main thought behind the use of this cascaded are setup is the geometrical separation of the 
three processing steps: plasma creation, plasma transport and deposition. The advantage of 
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separating these steps is the individual optimisation and control of each phase with the purpose to 
master the complete process. 

The plasma can be used for film deposition by injection of a precursor gas into the expanding 
plasma. The gas can be injected at three different positions: halfway the plasma channel, the 
nozzle at the are outlet or through symmetrically placed orifices in a ring outside the are. Possible 
precursors are hydracarbon gasses for a-C:H deposition and SiH4 for a-Si:H deposition. 
Hydrogen inco~oration in a carbon nitride film can contribute to the creation of soft polymer
like films[GRA9

SJ, ruc931 instead ofthe desired hard diamond-like films. For deposition ofhydrogen
free carbon nitride films a new method is used[DEU971

. A solid graphite cylinder is placed in the 
nozzle as shown in figure 1.3. 

Expanding 
plasma 

Fig. 1.3: Carbon nozzle for introduetion of carbon into the plasma. 

An expanding pure argon plasma through the graphite nozzle does not bring any carbon into the 
plasma. Carbon can be added however by injection of nitrogen into the are channel. In the are 
nitrogen molecules will be dissociated. lt is assumed that nitrogen atoms induce the following 
weakly exothermic reaction (0.01 eV) at the nozzle surface[DEU971: 

C(solid) + N(gas) ~ CN(gas) (1.1 ). 

The resulting CN molecule can be further excited by other atoms or molecules in the plasma. 
Most of the carbon atoms in the plasma are believed to be bonded to nitrogen as shown by 
emission spectroscopy measurements[DEU971

. The nozzle changes during its lifetime because the 
graphite is etched from the nozzle. This change of the nozzle causes the growth rate to decrease 
over a longer period of use. The nozzle that was used for the experiments is different from the 
nozzle previously used[DEU971

. The new type nozzle is longer and is expected to have a lower 
degree of impurities and shows higher deposition rates. 
The nitrogen in the plasma can etch the carbon nitride film[KOL971

. This means that while growth 
occurs by carbon species from the plasma also some etching by nitrogen will occur. The etching 
process by nitrogen is thermally activated and increases with increasing substrate 
temperature[KOL971. The carbon nitride film growth is thus determined by a positive growth 
component and a negative etch component. By changing for instanee the substrate temperature or 
nitrogen content of the plasma the influence of the etch component on the total growth can be 
varied. 
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The deposition setup is computer controlled via the user-friendly Intouch software. The software 
is used to control the gas flow controllers, pressure valves, pumping units, are current and 
substrate temperature. The substrate is mounted with clamps on the temperature controlled 
substrate holder[KES961

. The temperature is controlled by a heater block and liquid nitrogen 
coolin~. The thermal contact between substrate and holder is improved by helium backflow 
gas[KE 961. The substrate can be shielded from the expanding plasma by moving a metal shutter in 
front of the substrate. The shutter can be used before deposition to ensure a stabie formation of 
the plasma. Recently a load loek was added to the setup. The load loek is used as an intermediate 
vacuum chamber for transport of the substrates into the reaction vessel. One advantage of the 
load loek is that the reaction chamber can stay at low pressure when substrates are changed. 
During the last series of experiments the load loek was successfully used. 

1.4 FTIR spectroscopy 

The absorption spectra are measured by use ofFourier Transform InfraRed (FTIR) spectroscopy. 
The core of the FTIR spectrometer (Bruker Vector 22) is formed by an interferometer as shown 
in tigure 1.4. 

x 

Glowbar 

.t 
.- mtrror 

Fig: 1.4 Principle ofthe Michelson interferometer. 

Light from the glowbar is divided into two beams by the beamsplitter. After reflection the beams 
recombine and the intensity is measured by the IR detector. One of the two mirrors can be moved 
in lateral direction. By this lateral movement the optical path length of one beam is varied. The 
measured interference of the recombined beams therefore determined by the optical path length 
difference of the two beams. The phase difference between the two beams is determined by the 
lateral mirror displacement (x) and is given by: 

21!X o =-= 2tra ·x (1.2). 
A 

Here A is the wavelength, a the reciproke wavelength and x the lateral movement of the mirror. 
For two equal interfering light beams with phase difference othe measured intensity is then given 
by: 
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8 I 
I(x,a) = 10 • cos 2

(-) = _Q_(l + cos(2ll"a ·x)) (1.3). 
2 2 

The irradiance distribution (!(x)) as function of mirror position (x) is also called interferogram. 
The intensity at one single wavelength (/0 ) is now replaced by an intensity profile over a broad 
wavenumber range used for IR spectroscopy. The measured intensity at different wavenumbers 
(a) is given by 2·B(a). The variabie part of the intensity (/v) measured by the detector is then 
given by: 

a:J a:J 

I.(x)= JI.(x,a)·da= JB(a)·cos(2JZ"a·x)·da (1.4). 
0 0 

Only the variabie part of the intensity is of interest for the Fourier transform of the intensity 
profile. This Fourier transform results in the desired speetral intensity profile: 

1 a:J 

B(a) =- JI. (x)· cos(2JZ"a · x)dx (1.5). 
Jl" -a:J 

Equation 1.5 represents the ideal case. For the interferometer however the movement of the 
mirrors is limited and cannot move over indefinite di stances as expressed b~ equation 1.5. This 
finite mirror movement results in a limited resolution of the spectrometer[GRO 51. 
The mirror position is controlled by a HeNe laser that is guided through the interferometer. The 
wavelength of the laser (632.8 nm) restricts the minimal movement of the mirrors that can be 
detected and hereby the speetral IR range that can he measured ( aliasing effect[ GROS SJ). 

1.5 .Experimental setup for IR reflection absorption spectroscopy 

The experimental setup built for FTIR absorption reileetion spectroscopy is shown in figure 1.5. 
The IR beam that leaves the detector has a diameter in the order of 50 mm and is slightly 
divergent (3 oiHEs981. Immediately after the beam leaves the spectrometer it is focussed by a 
Sodium Chloride (NaCl) lens (focallength =35 cm). 

mtrror 
MI 

Fig. 1.5: Schematic representation of the optical setup 

reaction 
vessel 

/polariser 

KBr 
window detector 
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The IR beam is focussed on the substrate by use of an aluminum off-axis parabalie mirror with a 
focallength of 37 cm[ALI961

. Because the angle of incidence on the off-axis parabalie mirror must 
be 45° an extra mirror is needed (M1, fig.1.5). The light beam enters the reaction vessel through 
IR transparent Potassium Bromide (KBr) windows. After reflection the diverging beam is 
reflected towards the detector by a similar set of mirrors. The used Graseby MCT D316/6 
detector has a detection surface of 1mm by 1mm. The much larger beam is therefore finally 
focussed by a spherical mirror onto the detector surface. 

The IR light souree is a glowbar that is placed in the spectrometer. The glowbar emits IR light 
over a broad speetral range. The measured intensity is shown in figure 1.6. 

0.4 

0.3 

I (a. u) 0.2 

0.1 

0 1 000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000 7000 
wavenr (cm-1) 

Fig. 1.6: Intensity profile (~B(cr) eq. 1.4) after guidance through the optical setup (fig. 1.5), measured with Graseby 
MCT D316/6 detector (no polariser used). 

The intensity profile at first sight looks like the emission curve for black body radiation as given 
by Planck's formula[PEDSSJ. The measured intensity is however also determined by the various 
optical elements (mirrors, windows) and the speetral sensitivity of the IR detector. Figure 1.5 
shows that the intensity is largest around 2000 cm-1

• Around 1500 cm-I and 2350 cm-I the 
intensity has decreased strongly due to IR light absorption by respectively H20 and C02 
molecules in the surrounding air. This results in a sir.nal to noise ratio that is lower around 1500 
cm-I as compared to 2100 cm-I. For lower (<800 cm-) and higher (>6000 cm-I) wavenumbers the 
signal to noise levels also decreases strongly in accordance with the intensity. 

The reflection variations caused by film growth are calculated from the ratio of the spectra that 
are measured before deposition and during film growth. First a background spectrum of the bare 
substrate is measured. To decrease the noise level this background spectrum is averaged over 
several scans (between 100 and 1000) and averaged. The spectra during film growth (sample 
measurements) are preferentially measured as quickly as possible to see film changes during 
growth. The demand for rapid measurements is in conflict with the integration time needed for 
reduction of the noise level. The minimum reflection change that can be measured therefore 
depends on the number of scans that is taken for each spectrum. Figure 1. 7 shows the noise level 
(root mean squared) dependenee on the number of scans (N). The first background spectrum is 
based on 1 000 scans whereas the number of scans for the sample measurement was varied 
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between 1 and 128 scans. The noise level of the ratio of these two spectra is determined by the 
noise level of background- and sample spectrum (main cause). 

1.4 

1.2 

dRIR(*lOe-4) 0 ·8 

0.6 

0.4 

0.2 

0 20 40 60 80 100 120 
number of scans 

Fig. 1.7: Noise level (RMS) dependency between 2100 and 2200 cm-1 on the number of scans of the sample 
measurements (number of scans for background spectrum = I 000, resolution=8 cm-1

). 

The noise level is expected to be proportional to the inverse square root of the number of scans 
(~1/,N). The data points are fitted with this relation as is shown in tigure 1.7. Fora low number of 
scans (:::;;20) the noise level decreases accordingly to the expected relation (~ 1 /--JN). For a larger 
number of scans the noise level does not decrease any further. This could be explained by the 
constant noise level of the background measurement as compared to sample measurement. 
The minimum reflection changes that can be measured for the (2100-2200) cm-1 range are in the 
order of 1.5·10-4 (1 scan) to 4·10-5 (128 scans). For other speetral ranges the noise level is higher 
because the intensity is lower (fig. 1.5). Other elements that influence the reflected intensity like 
mirrors or polariser will also influence the noise level. A decreased number of scans for the 
background spectrum will also cause a higher noise level. 

The angle of in cidence on the substrate is set to 70°. Chapter 2 will show that the maximum 
absorption signal is obtained for near grazing angles of incidence. An angle of 70° was chosen 
because in this case the surface size needed to reflect the beam can be limited to about 40x40 
mm. F or larger areas the deposited films may not be assumed homogenous anymore[MAR971. The 
IR beam at the substrate has a diameter of approximately 10 mm. F or a substrate of 40 mm width 
the maximum angle of incidence is limited to 75° in order to reflect the whole beam (see fig. 1.8). 
It is also expected that the repeated alignment becomes more difficult for grazing angles of 
incidence (>85°). For instanee minor changes in the vertical alignment due to varying substrate 
thickness will have a large influence on the alignment. This is not desirabie as it limits the 
practical use of the IR reflection setup. 
The alignment of the IR beam is done in several steps. The position of the IR beam is checked on 
several places on the light path For instanee the position of the beam on the mirrors, KBr 
windows and sample surface. The IR light is made visible by use of an IR camera (Emo 
Electronik GMBH, D2150 Buxtehude ). The alignment is aimed on maximising the reflected 
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intensity while maintaining the symmetrical positions of the mirrors on both sides of the 
substrate. 

Fig. 1.8: Surface needed to reflect a beam with diameter d and angle ofincidence e. 

The viewports of the vacuum vessel are designed in such a way that it is still possible to use an 
angle ofincidence up to (70+5)0 with some small modification ofthe viewports (see fig. 1.6). On 
top of the viewport at the detector side a polariser is mounted. The IR grid polariser is made of 
Barium-Fluoride (Cambridge Physical Sciences, IGP228). The polariser angle can be rotated 
from 0 to 360°. There are several reasons for the use of a polariser. These reasons are an 
increased IR light absorption in the film, the possibility to distinguish between light absorption in 
the gas phase (random polarisation) and film, and easier fitting ofthe reflected spectra (see §2.5.2 
for further explanation). 
The scan speed of the FTIR spectrometer depends on the moving range of the mirror in the 
spectrometer. This moving range determines the resolution of the measured spectra (§ 1.4). The 
scanning speed for different resolution is given in table 1.2: 

• • 111 • -la . . 1.2: Scanning 

• 

. . A A. • A . Vector 22 spectrometer different resolutions 

The FTIR spectrometer is controlled by Opus 2.2 software on a personal computer working under 
the OS/2 operating system. For time resolved measurements the data from the spectrometer is 
first recorded in a memory buffer. Afterwards the data is converted to reflection spectra by use of 
F ourier transformation (§ 1.4 ). This makes it possible to measure a series of scans without time 
consuming F ourier transformation during film growth. 
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2. Substrata systems for enhancement of IR absorption 

One generally used definition of light absorption (A) in a thin film is given by: 

A=1-R-T (2.1). 

Where R is the reflectance and T is the transmission of light through the film. The simultaneous 
measurement of light reflection and transmission is experimentally difficult. Therefore another 
used definition of absorption[GRE661 is cornrnonly used: 

A'(v) = R0 (v)- R(v) = 1_ R(v) 
R0 (v) R0 (v) 

(2.2). 

R is the reflection from a film system whereas Ro is the reflection of a film system as if it was 
non-absorbing. (o is the wavenurnber or reciprocal wavelength in cm-1).This is shown in tigure 
2.1: 

100 

98 

96 

94 

---
-------Ro ---

92 

90 

R('li>)BB 
86 

84 

82 
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Fig. 2.1: Definition of film absorption. 

The value of R0 can not be measured directly but can often be estimated from extrapolation of the 
reflection R in non-absorbing wave-nurnber regions (see fig. 2.1). The reflection Ra in eq. (2.2) 
represents the reflection changes caused by the thin film layer and not the IR absorption caused 
by vibrational transitions. 
The absorption of IR light in a thin film depends on the used substrate[KAT951 • On silicon 
substrates the absorption signal in (sub-)monolayer films is below the detection limit of most IR 
detectors (§2.5.1 ). This means that special substrates are needed for enhancement of the signal. 
For a better understanding of IR absorption in thin films an optical model is used. This optical 
model is used to optimise the substrate properties for detection of vibrational honds in thin films. 
The optical model will also be used to calculate the optica! properties and film thickness from the 
experimental data (Chapter 4). First a short introduetion to the optical model will be given. The 
model is then used for simulations on the following three substrate systems: 

the optical cavity substrate (§2.2), 
substrate of a thin Si02 layer on top of metal (§2.3), 
metal substrate (§2.4), 
crystalline silicon substrate (§2.5.1 ). 
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2. 1 Theory for optica/ rnadelling 

2.1.1 The matrix methad 

The matrix method is used to calculate the reflection from a multilayer film system. This method 
uses a matrix to describe each film layer. This matrix describes the relation between the electric 
and magnetic field at each side of the film bounda~ [PED

871
. The matrix method can also be 

applied to films with an imaginary refractive index [BU 
891

. Advantages of the matrix methods are 
the ease of calculation by computer and the possibility of adding several film layers. The used 
films are non-magnetic. This means that only the electric field interacts with the different film 
layers. The imaginary refractive index for layerj is defined as: 

(2.3). 

Here n1R is the real part of the refractive index and f9 is the imaginary part of the refractive index 
also called the absorption or extinction coefficient. In tigure 2.2 a multilayer film system is 
depicted: 

Fig. 2.2: Picture of a multilayer system of n film layers and semi-infinite bottorn layer. 

Where E0 , Er and E1 are the total electric fields of the respectively incident, reflected and 
transmitted waves, and ~ is the angle of incidence in layer j. 
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For layerj the characteristic matrixMis given by: 

M.-
-[ cos(b) -i.sin(b)/gi] 

J -i.gi"sin(b) cos(b) 

With the following defmitions of g1 and 0: 
g1 = cos(B).n.i (for s-polarisation) 

g 1 = cos( e 1 ) In 1 ( for p-polarisation) 

(2.4). 

(2.5a), 

(2.5b), 

81 = 2:r.v.drnrcos(B) (2.6). 

Here u is the wavenumber in vacuum ( or reciprokal wavelength) and di is the thickness of layer i. 
For s-polarised light (s=senkrecht) the component of the electric field is perpendicular to the 
plane of incidence. Light that is p-polarised (p=parallel) has the electric field component in the 
plane of incidence. The plane of incidence is defined by the plane perpendicular to the surface 
and the propagation vector of the electric field. F or simulations the polarisation of light ( s or p) is 
determined by either using equation (2.5a) or (2.5b ). The factor öi determines the phase relation 
and ratio of electric field strengths on both sides of the boundaries. The angle of incidence in 
each film layer (9i) is determined by a Snellius type law: 

no . sin( e 0 ) = n j . sin( ê j ) (2.7). 

When the refractive index n .i is complex the angle ~ will also he complex. The total transfer 

matrix of a system of n film layers is given by simple multiplication of the matrices for each 
layer: 

M =TIM. =[miJ ml2] (2.8) . 
.i=l 1 

m21 m22 
The multiplication should he performed in the right order as given in tigure 2.2. The total 
reflectance and transmission coefficients for the electric field can then simply he calculated by 
use of: 

(2.9a), 

(2.9b). 

Here g0 (vacuum) and gn+I (substrate) are given by equation (2.5). The total reflectance and 
transmission is then calculated by: 

R = lrl 2 
(2.10a), 

T = gn+l W (2.1Qb). 
go 

This model assumes a film system with plane boundaries and homogenous, isotropie films. A real 
substrate can he considered semi-infinite if there is no noticeable influence of reflection from the 
backside of the substrate. 
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The incident light beam is considered as a parallel beam with a specific angle of incidence. The 
phase relation given by (2.6) only holds ifthe beam can be considered as coherent. For films with 
a thickness in the order ofthe wavelength (1.5-20 Jlm) the beams can be considered coherent. For 
thick films the light beam is not considered coherent anymore and a different description has to 
be used. 

2.1.2 Combination of coherent and incoherent interterenee in film layers 

The matrix method is based upon a relation between the electric field strength on both sides of 
the layer boundaries. This relation only holds when the light interference on both sides of the 
boundary is coherent. The waves of the different electric fields are coherent when the phase 
relation of both the waves is well determined. When the layer thickness is much larger than the 
wavelength (di » ni. Ào) the phase difference between the interfering waves is not exactly 
determined anymore. For incoherent waves the beam is described by the intensity of the beam 
that does not withhold any information about the phase relation of the electric field anymore. 

incident 
flux 

direction of propagation .,.. 

emergent 
flux 

Fig. 2.3: Reflection- and transmission coefficients at the boundary sides of a thick film. 

The total reileetion of a thick layer as depicted in tigure 2.3 1s gtven by[KAT951: 

R =Ra+ +Rb+Ts2(Ta2 -Ra+Ra-) 

1-R -R +T 2 
a b s 

(2.11). 

Here Ra+, Ra-, Rb+, Rb-, Ta and Tb are the reflection and transmission coefficients at the layer 
interfaces as shown in tigure 2.3. The transmission coefficient Ts ofthe film layer is given by: 

T ( 4tr.nsR·k, ds ) (2 12) = exp- · . . 
s À-0 cos(BJ 

With nsR and ks respectively the real and imaginary part of the refractive index, 8s the angle of 
incidence and di the thickness ofthe thick film layer. 
Figure 2.4 shows a combination of a multilayer system of thin layers that can be considered 
coherent as well as a thick layer that should be considered as incoherent. 
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Fig. 2.4: Multilayer system of coherent and incoherent film layers. 

To calculate the total reileetion ofthis multilayer system a combination ofthe matrix method and 
formula 2.11 is required. The multilayer system is divided is first separated into two systems as 
shown in figure 2.4. The left side system is identical to the system shown in figure 2.2 and is 
considered as a multilayer system with semi-infinite bottorn layer. The matrix method is now 
used to calculate the coefficients Ra+, Ra- and Ta for the left side system. This is also done for the 
system on the right to obtain the values for Rb+, Rb- and Tb. The total reileetion of these two sides 
is done by use of formula 2.11. 

2.1.3 Simulations 

The optical models described are programmed in Maple V release 5. Advantages of using 
mathematica! programs like Maple are the relative ease of programming and use of predefined 
functions. For instanee to plot simulations, solve equations, use complex numbers, inverse 
matrices or interchange between parameters and variables. The program can also read several 
experimental data files for comparison between simulations and measurements. The Maple code 
is printed in Appendix A. 

In the model the deposited film is characterised by a real (n) and imaginary (k) part of the 
refractive index and layer thickness (d). The absorption (~k) by IR light is determined by the 
excitation of vibrational bands in the solid film. The absorption as defined in figure 2.1 1s 
computed by using: 

A'= Ro(nfilm =nfilm.R)-R(nfilm =nfilm,R +i.kfiln,) 

R() ( n film = n film,R) 
(2.13). 

Here R is the reileetion coefficient as calculated with an absorbing film. R0 is the reileetion 
coefficient for the same film, but with the difference that the absorption by the film has been put 
off (kmm=O). Keep in mind however that the reileetion coefficient R0 can never be measured by a 
real experiment as the absorption is a property inherent to the film. 
In order to achieve a high detection limit for vibrational bonds in (sub-)monolayer films the 
absorption coefficient has to be maximised. The simulations performed in the next sections are 
aimed to find a substrate system that yields a maximum absorption coefficient A'. 
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2.2 The Optica/ Cavity Substrate 

The optica! cavity substrate (OCS) is used as a means to enhance the absorption signal of infrared 
light passing the growth layer. The OCS as proposed in literature[KAT951 is shown in tigure 2.5. 

Erl 
~2 

Fig. 2.5: layout ofthe optical cavity substrate 

The first argument for the increased sensitivity of the OCS is the increased interaction length of 
the infrared beam with the film. The infrared beam passes first the growth layer and is then partly 
reflected at the interface between the c-Si and Si02 layer. The beam is now redirected to the 
surface and passes the growth layer for the second time. At the interface between the growth 
layer and vacuum the beam is again partly reflected into the OCS. After several intemal 
reflections the total interaction length with the film is much larger as compared to one single 
reflection. 
Secondly the several reflected beams are exactly in phase at the surface for a specific wavelength. 
The phase of the reflected beams can he tuned with the thickness of the Si02 layer. The optica! 
path length of the Si02 layer determines the phase difference between the reflected beams. (Path 
length is determined by angle ofincidence, refractive index and Si02 thickness.) 
The model to descri he the cavity is a combination of two descriptions. The first description takes 
the phase of the reflected beams into account (§2.1.1 ). This description can only he applied to 
layers with a thickness in the order of the wavelength (3-1 0 1-1m for infrared light). The second 
description is used for layers that are much thicker than the wavelength and thus no explicit 
coherence relation exists between the beams (§2.1.2). 

The Si02 layers are supposed to make sure that the phase of the several reflected beams is 
optima!. Therefore the thickness of the Si02 layers has to he in the order of the IR wavelength 
( -1-1m). The c-Si layer is used to physically build the layer system. A double polished wafer with 
a thickness of about 350 1-1m is used to construct the OCS. Because of the high thickness of the c
Si layer it is not realistic to treat the waves in this layer as coherent. The mathematica! description 
of the model was briefly discussed in section 2.1.2. The bottorn metal layer is used as to reflect 
the light to the substrate again. 
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2.2.1 Results of simulations 

Simulations were performed to find the best signal enhancement for the optical cavity substrate. 
The thin film is described by the refractive index and thickness. For the real part ofthe refractive 
index values between 1.5 and 2.0 are assumed. For films of a few monolayers the refractive index 
will be lower than measured for bulk materiaL This is explained by a not completely flat surface 
that has some incorporation ofvoids (effective medium theory, Bruggeman[H0 v971). 

For the imaginary part of the refractive index of the film values between 0.05 and 0.10 are 
assumed. These values were found for Si-H stretching modes around 2000 cm-1 in a-Si:H 
films[KAT951

. The imaginary refractive index depends on the dipole strengthof the atom pair and 
thus the transition that is induced. The imaginary refractive index also strongly depends on the 
dipole density in the film. 

The influence of the following properties of the substrate systems on the signal enhancement will 
be discussed: 

the optimum angle of incidence, 
the thickness ofthe two Si02 layers to optimise the absorbed signalat a specific wavenumber, 
the film thickness for several values of the refractive index, 
the presence ofthe second Si02layer between the metal and c-Si, 
usability of an OCS over the infrared spectrum. 

c-Si 3.42 0 
Aluminium 7 32 

Wavenumbers 500-5000 cm-'; fixed: 2200, 1600, 1350, 1200 cm-· 
Angle of incidence V aried: 0-90°, fixed: 70°. 
Table 2.1: parameters used for simulations of film on top of OCS. 

Tbickhess ··. 
,,,.>~'"· : 

0 - 1.5 Jlm 
0.5-5 Jlm 
350 Jlm 
300nm 

The parameters used for the simulations are presented in table 2.1. When parameters differ from 
the values given in table 2.1 it will be mentioned, otherwise the parameters of table 2.1 can be 
assumed. 
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2.2.2 The optimum angle of incidence 

In tigure 2.6 (Ro-R)IRo is simulated as a function of the angle of incidence on the OCS. The 
tigure shows a maximum at an angle of incidence of around 89°. For simulations with a 
refractive index for the film between 1.5 and 1.9 and wavenumbers between 1200 and 2200 cm-1 

the optimum angle of incidence is found to be around 89°. 

0.005 

0.004 

(R R IR 
0.003 

0- ) 0 

20 40 60 
Incidence Angle CO) 

s-pol 

80 

Fig. 2.6: simulations to determine the optimum angle of incidence for s- and p-polarised light on the OCS. 
(Parameters used for film: (n,k)=(1.5 , 0.05), thickness = 25 A, Si02 thickness = 1.08 J.tm, wavenumber = 2200 cm·') 

The upper and lower curves show the absorption (A') for respectively s- and p-polarised light. 
The absorption A' is much larger for s-polarised light than for p-polarised light. The value of A' 
increases with increasing angle of incidence partly because the path length of the IR light 
increases. The absorption also increases strongly because the total electric field of incident and 
reflected field is maximised at the film surface. The difference between s- and p-polarised could 
be explained by the different phase shifts that occur at the several reflections in the OCS. The 
phase shift between the incident and reflected light in the film surface determines the total 
electric field that can interact with the film (see §2.4.1 for further explanation). The electric field 
should be maximised in the film to obtain the highest light absorption. For the experimental setup 
the angle of incidence is 70° (see motivation § 1.5). For all further simulations the angle of 
incidence is set to 70° and s-polarised light is used. 

2.2.3 Optima I thickness of the two Si02 layers 

The thickness of the Si02 layer determines the coherence of the several intemal reflected beams. 
The enhancement fora given thickness ofthe Si02layers depends therefore on the wavelengthof 
the IR light. In tigure 2.7 A' is plotled as a function ofthe thickness ofone Si02 layer for several 
wavenumbers. Forthese simulations the first and second Si02layer have the same thickness. 
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Fig.2.7: influence ofthe Si02 thickness of an OCS for several wavenumbers on the absorption of s-polarised light in 
a film on top of an OCS . (Parameters used for film: (n,k)=(1.5 , 0.05), thickness = 25 Á) 

Figure 2.7 shows that the optimum thickness ofthe SiOz layer depends on the wavenumber. Each curve in tigure 2.7 
is periodical with the Si02 thickness as can be expected from the coherence relations of non-absorbing Si02 films. 

Si~ 

Fig. 2.8: Phase difference between two reflected beams. 

The difference in optical ~ath length (~OPL) between the reilected beams r1 and r2 as shown in 
tigure 2.8 is given by[KES9 1: 

(2.16). 

An extra phase shift has to be taken into account for the reileetion at the boundary between c-Si 
and Si02. For instanee for intemal reileetion (180°) or occurring in the case of an imaginary 
refractive index. There will be an interterenee maximum when the following condition is 
satisfied: 

k 0~0PL + (phase- shift)= k 0 ·m·ll0 m=1,2,3 ... (2.17). 

Here ko is the propagation vector and Ào is the wavelength in vacuum. For s-polarised light a 
phase shift of near 180° occurs upon intemal reileetion at the interface between the metal and e
S i layer. Combination of equation (2.16), (2.17) and a phase-shift of 180° gives the following 
relation between the Si02 thickness (d) and the reciprocal wavelength (v0): 
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(2.18). 

The optimum values for the Si02 thickness ofthe wavenumbers in tigure 2.7 and equation (2.18) 
are plotted in tigure (2.9): 
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2 
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Figure 2.9:Wavelength dependenee of the optimum Si02 thickness. Symbols represent the optimum thickness as 
calculated by model (fig.2.7). The drawn line represents the interference maximum as given by equation 2.18. 
(Parameters used: Si02 (n,k)=(l.41, 0), angle of incidence=70°). 

Comparison of tigure 2.8 and 2.9 shows that the Si02 thickness where the OCS has the largest 
absorption signal is the same as the thickness where the electric field is maximised (eq. 2.18). 
This means that the absorption sensitivity is maximised when the electric field is maximised at 
the film surface. 
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2.2.4. lnfluence of the film thickness 

The influence of the film thickness on the IR light absorption is shown in tigure 2.10. This is 
done for several wavenumbers. The OCS is optimised for the specific wavenumber according to 
eq. (2.18). 
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Fig. 2.10: Influence of the film thickness for several wavenumbers (1200,1350,1600 and 2200 cm-1
). (Parameters 

used for film:(n,k)=(l.5, 0.05), thickness Si02 optimised for each wavenumber) 

For films up to 100 nm the value of A' increases approximately linear with increasing film 
thickness. This confirms the idea of increased absorption with increasing interaction length. At 
higher values of the film thickness the increase of A' decreases. For thicker films the electric 
field intensity throughout the film is probably smaller than the maximum field intensity at the 
interference node. This means that the electric field in thick films has a local maximum at the 
Si02 boundary and not throughout the complete film. 

2.2.5 lnvestigation of enhancement caused by the second Si02 1ayer 

The question to be answered is how big the additional enhancement ofthe second (=bottom) Si02 

layer is since light passing the c-Si layer has lost its coherence anyhow. The effect of the second 
SiOz layer is simulated by varying the thickness. The thickness of the first Si02 is optimised 
according to equation (2.18). In tigure 2.11 the results of the simulations are given for different 
OC-substrates optimised for different wavenumbers. 
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Fig 2.11 enhancement caused by the second Si02 layer of an OCS. (Parameters used for film: (n,k)=(1.5 , 0.05), 
thickness = 25 A, wavenumber = 2200 (upper) /1600/1350/1200 (lower) cm-1

, the thickness ofthe frrst Si02 layer is 
chosen accordingly to eq. 2.18) 

The left plot in fig. 2.11 shows that the influence ofthe second Si02 layer is very small. The right 
hand plot shows only the dependency for an OCS optimised for 2200 cm-1

• The right hand plot 
shows that there is indeed a minor dependency. These plots show that the second Si02 is not 
contrihuting to the enhancement of the ahsorption signal. A reason for the ag~lication of the 
second Si02layer is related to the processing step of oxidising a silicon wafer[KE 81. 

2.2.6 Usabie speetral range of OCS 

The optica! cavity suhstrate can he optimised for specific waverrumhers by varying the Si02 layer 
thickness (§2.2.3). A good ahsorption of the IR light outside the optimised region of the OCS 
would make it also possihle to detect vihrational honds outside this region. Figure 2.12 shows A' 
for several cavity suhstrates optimised for a specific wavenumher. The second Si02 layer was 
omitted hecause it did not contrihute to the enhancement (§2.2.5). The left tigure shows how well 
the OCS enhances the ahsorption outside the optimised region. Also plotted is a straight line 
representing the maximum value of A' for an optimum OCS at each wavenumher. Toplot this 
line formula (2.18) is used to optimise the suhstrate at each wavenumher. 
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Fig 2.12: Left picture shows the response of OCS over the spectrum. Right plot shows the enhancement relative to 
the maximum enhancement at each wavenumber. (Parameters used for film:(n,k)=(l.5 , 0.05), thickness = 25 A, 
thickness Si02 optimised for each wavenumber, no second Si02 layer) 

The plot on the right hand side shows the value of A' for several optical cavity substrates relative 
to the maximum value of A' at each wavenumber. At 2200 cm-1 the OCS designed for 1600 cm-I 
gives about 45% of the maximum absorption value. The optica! cavities designed for 1200 and 
1350 cm-I give even a worse absorption signa! around 2200 cm-1

. 

When the aim is to have a very good enhancement for detection ofvery thin films (order of 10 Á) 
it is not recommended to use an OCS at the wavelength where it is not optimised for. Also for the 
detection of vibrational modes at waverrumhers far apart it is better to use different cavities 
optimised for specific wavelengths. The wavenumber region where A' stays within 10% of its 
maximum depends on the wavenumber but can he estimated on ±(150-300) cm-1

• For higher 
wavenumber the usabie wavenumber range becomes largeras can be seen in figure 2.12. 
Other considerations in the design of the OCS can he the dipole strength and relative 
concentration of different absorption peaks. The carbon nitride films show a larger absorption of 
IR light around 1600 cm-1 as compared to 2200 cm-1 (§1.2). This means that the OCS should he 
more sensitive around 2200 cm-1 because here the absorption peaks are low compared to 1600 
cm-1

. 

2.2.7 Summary 

Several conclusions can he made for the optical cavity substrate: 
The highest enhancement is achieved by the use of s-polarised light. 
The absorption signa! for the OCS is maximal at an angle of incidence equal to 89°. 
The electric field at the film surface is determined by the interference of multiple intemal 
reflected beams in the OCS substrate. The optimum thickness is therefore determined by an 
interference condition (eq. 2.18) that maximises the electric field at the surface. 
The second Si02 layer in the OCS did not contribute to the enhancement of the absorption 
signal and can he removed. 
The absorption signal (Ro-R)IRo stays within 10% ofthe maximum in a wavenumber range of 
about ±(150-300) cm-1

• For applications where the highest sensitivity is neededan OCS has to 
he used that is designed for a specific wavenumber. 
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2.3 The (Si02+Metal)-substrate 

The previous section showed that the second Si02 layer in the OCS did nothave a significant 
enhancement due Oto the absorption of IR light in the film layer. This condusion leads to the 
question what the exact function of the thick incoherent c-Si layer (fig.2.5) in the Optical Cavity 
Substrate is. In order to investigate the effect of the c-Si layer it is simply removed as shown in 
tigure 2.13. The second reason is to investigate if a system as shown in tigure 2.13 can be used as 
alternative for the OCS. 

metal 

Fig. 2.13: System of Si02 and meta1layer to enhance the absorption signa1: the SIM substrate. 

The above shown system is simulated by use of the matrix method for film and coherent Si02 
layer. This description takes the phase of the multiple intemal reflected beams into account. The 
matrices to describe the films are equal to the matrices used to describe the coherent layers in the 
OCS. Simulations of the SIM (=Si02-Metal) system are performed with the same parameters as 
given in table 2.1. 

2.3.1 Optimum angle of incidence 

The optimum angle ofincidence for the SIM system is given in tigure 2.14. The absorption signal 
has its maximum at 88°. For the OCS the optimum angle of incidence was found at 89°. 
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Fig. 2.14: optimum angle of incidence metal-Si02 system for s- and p-polarised light. (Parameters used for film: 
(n,k)=(1.5, 0.05), film thickness =25 A, Si02 thickness = 1.08 !liD, wavenumber = 2200 cm' 1

) 
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The upper and lower plot in tigure 2.14 show the ahsorption A' for respectively s- and p
polarised light. The ahsorption A' is much larger for s-polarised light than for p-polarised light. 
Comparison of fig. 2.14 to 2.6 shows that the SIM suhstrate and OCS have around the same 
ahsorption value at normal incidence (0°). For largerangles of incidence the SIM system shows a 
larger increase than the OCS. At 70° angle of incidence ahsorption signal for the SIM suhstrate is 
ahout twice as high as compared to the ahsorption signal for the OCS. For all the following 
simulations the angle of incidence will he set at 70° and s-polarised light will he used. 

2.3.2 Optimum thickness of the Si02 layer 

In tigure 2.15 the dependency of the ahsorption signal on the Si02 thickness is plotted. The 
optica! thickness of the Si02 layer is again determined hy equation (2.18). This is shown hy 
plotting the envelope of maxima determined hy equation (2.18). 
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Fig.2.15: influence of the Si02 thickness for several waverrumhers of s-polarised light. Solid line as determined by 
use of equation 2.18. (Parameters used for film: (n,k)=(l.5 , 0.05), thickness = 25 Á) 

For the SIM substrate the Si02 thickness has a similar influence on the absorption signa! as the OCS. Again the Si02 

thickness is determined by an interference maximum ofthe multiple reflected beams (§2.2.3). 
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2.3.3 lnfluence of the film thickness 

The influence of the film thickness on the absorption signal is plotted in fig. 2.16. 
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Fig. 2.16: influence of film thickness on top of the SIM substrate on the absorption signal of s-polarised light. 
(Parameters used for film:(n,k)=(1.5 , 0.05), thickness Si02 optimised for each wavenumber. Wavenumbers: 
1200,1350,1600 and 2200 cm·1

.) 

Comparison between the response of the SIM substrate and the OCS shows two interesting 
features. The first feature is that the maximum absorption signal is about equal for both substrates 
forthese plotted parameters. The second feature is that this maximum is reached at about 300 nm 
for the OCS (fig. 2.1 0) whereas it is reached at about 150 nm for the SIM substrate. For the SIM 
substrate the relation between absorption signal and film thickness can only be considered linear 
up to 50 nm. A possible explanation for this limited linear response between absorption and film 
thickness could be found in the deviation from the coherence condition as stated by eq. 2.18. For 
thicker films the electric field is notmaximal over the entire film but only at the boundary. Figure 
2.16 shows that for larger wavelengths (8.3 J.lm=1200 cm-1

) the relation between absorption and 
film thickness is linear up to larger film thickness as compared to smaller wavelengths ( 5 
J.lm=2200 cm-1

). 
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2.3.4 Useable speetral range of the SIM substrate 

The characteristic of a SIM substrate over a broad speetral range is plotled in tigure 2.17. The 
plot shows the response of four SIM substrates optimised for several wavenumbers. Also shown 
is the maximum value of the absorption signal at each wavenumber as described by equation 
(2.18). 
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Fig 2.17: Left plot shows the response of SIM substrate over the spectrum. Right plot shows the enhancement 
relative to the maximum enhancement at each wavenumber. (Parameters used for film:(n,k)=(1.5 , 0.05), thickness = 
25 A, thickness Si02 optimised for each wavenumber, no second Si02 layer) 

The right hand plot shows the value of the absorption signal relative to the maximum absorption 
signal defined by the envelope. The plot shows that there is a small discrepancy between the 
maximum signal defined by equation (2.18) and the maximum for the SIM substrate with specific 
thickness. The discrepancy is explained by a smaller phase shift (180°-3.6°) caused by the 
reflection at the boundary between metal and Si02 layer. This change in phase shift of (-3.6)0 is 
caused by the imaginary part ofthe metal refractive index (kmeta1=32, table 2.1). 

Figure 2.17 shows that the maximum value of the absorption stays within 10% for a wavenumber 
region of about ±(100-150) cm-1

• This wavenumber region is about twice as smallas compared 
to the OCS (§2.2.6). This smaller wavenumber region makes it more difficult to interpret broad 
absorption spectra outside this region. Although the wavenumber range is smaller for the SIM 
substrate, the absorption signal is still about twice as large for the SIM substrate as compared to 
the OCS. 
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2.4 The Metal substrata 

The next logical step in simplifying the OCS is to remove the Si02 layer. In this case only a metal 
substrate is left (fig. 2.18). The high surface sensitivity of the metal substrate has been long 
known and is described in many papers[GRE661. 

Fig. 2.18: Metal substrate to enhance the absorption signal. 

In this section simulations of a thin film layer on a metal substrate will he shown. F or these 
simulations the parameters given in table 2.1 will again he used. 

2.4.1 Optimum angle of incidence 

Figure 2.19 shows the dependency of the absorption signa! on the angle of incidence. The plot 
shows the absorption signa! for p- and s-polarised light. For the metal substrate the absorption 
signal is largest for p-polarised light. This is opposite to the case of the OCS and SIM substrate 
where the absorption signa! was most sensitive for s-polarised light. 
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Fig. 2.19: simulations to determine the optimum angle of incidence for s-and p-polarised light on the metal surface. 
(Parameters used for meta1: (n,k) = (7 , 32) and for film: (n,k)=(l.5 , 0.05), thickness = 25 A, wavenumber 
=2200 cm-1

) 
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The metal substrate shows only very little sensitivity for the absorption signa! for s-polarised 
light. For s-polarisation the absorption signa! is about 103 smaller than for p-polarisation for thin 
films. Upon reflection at the metal boundary a phase shift occurs. For s-polarised light this phase 
shift is in the order of 180°. Because of this phase shift a node occurs at the metal surface. This 
means that the electric field strength near the surface is near zero and the absorption signal 
becomes very small (fig. 2.20). 
For p-polarised light at near grazing angle of incidence (<90°) a phase shift of 90° occurs. The 
result is a total electric field vector composed of the incident and reflected beam that is oriented 
perpendicular to the surface. At normal incidence (~90°) the phase-shift upon reflection for p
polarised will become 180° and thus create a node at the surface. This explains why the 
absorption value decreases to zero again at normal incidence (fig. 2.19). 

The total electric field at the film surface thus depends on the phase-shift between incident and 
reflected field (fig. 2.20). The different surface sensitivity for s- and p-polarised light is then 
explained by the different Ehase-shift that occurs upon the intemal reflection at the boundary 
between metal and film[GRE 61 • The picture shows that the total electric field is a superposition of 
the electric field of incident and reflected beam. For s-polarised waves the total electric field is 
zero due to destructive interference. For p-polarised light the interference is constructive because 
of the 90° phase shift upon the surface reflection. 

p-pol: 90° .out op phase 

~ 

Fig. 2.20: Total electric field near surface for different phase-changes upon reflection. 

The different response to light that is s- or p-polarised has several implications. Because p
polarised light only has an electric field perpendicular to the surface absorbed species whose 
electric dipoles are ali~ned farallel to the surface will not be detected. This is also known as the 
surface selection rule suE95 

. The surface selection rule can be used to distinguish between 
absorption oflight by molecules in the gas phase or in the solid film (see §2.5.2). 
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2.4.2 lnfluence of the film thickness 

The influence of the film thickness on the absorption signal is plotted in figure 2.21. Again for 
films with a thickness up to about 150 to 200 nm the a near linear relation between the absorption 
signa! and film thickness exists. 
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Fig 2.21: influence on film thickness om metal substrate for several wavenumbers. Left hand plot only for p
polarised light. Right hand plot shows both p- and s-polarised light. (Parameters used for film: (n,k)=(l.S , 0.05), 
angle=70°, wavenumbers: 1200,1350,1600 and 2200 cm-I, wavenumber used for right plot= 2200 cm-I). 

The right plot shows the different response of the absorption signa! to p- and s-polarised light. 
For s-polarisation the absorption signa! becomes only significant for films thicker than 200 nm. 
This can be explained because the electric field has a node at the surface (§2.4.1) and that with 
increasing film thickness the local electric field increases towards the anti-node. 
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2.5 Silicon substrate and use of IR polariser 

2.5.1 The crystalline silicon substrate 

The question of the usefulness of commonly used silicon substrates for infrared reflection 
spectroscopy is still unanswered. The difference between metal and silicon is intuitively sought to 
be connected with the lower reflection from the silicon substrate as compared to the metal 
substrate. This intuitive answer is in fact close to the upcoming explanation but some 
investigation can give a more convincing answer. Simulations fora thin film on top of a silicon 
and metal substrate are shown in fig. 2.22. 
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Fig. 2.22: Absorption signal on top of metal substrate, (n,k)=(7,32), and silicon substrate (n,k)=(3.42, 0) for p
polarised light. Film parameters: (n,k)=(l.5, 0) and thickness=25 Á). 

For one particular angle of incidence (74°) the absorption signal ((Ro-RJ;Ro) is much higher on a 
silicon substrate as compared to a metal substrate. The above picture however does not give a 
complete picture of the reflected light on both substrate types. The reflection (Ro) as well as the 
reflection changes induced by the thin film (R0-R) are shown in tigure 2.23. 
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Fig. 2.23: Left plot shows the reflection from metal and silicon substrate. Right plot shows reflection changes 
induced by a thin film on top ofthe silicon substrate. (Parameters as given in fig. 2.22). 
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Figure 2.23 shows that the large absorption signal for the silicon substrate is explained by a very 
low reflection and reflection changes. The angle were no p-polarised light is reflected is called 

the Brewster angle[PED&S] (BB = tan -I (nsurface) ). This causes a discontinuity in the absorption value 

when the angle ofincidence equals at the Brewster angle (BJF74°, fig. 2.22). Figure 2.23 shows 
that for both s- and p-polarised light the reflection changes caused by a thin film are very small 
compared to the reflection changes on the other substrate types. The reflected intensity on the 
metal substrate is much higher as compared to the silicon substrate (fig. 2.23). This is of course is 
beneficia! for the signal to noise ratio and hereby of course the detection limit. 

2.5.2 Use of IR polariser 

The use of an IR polariser has several advantages. Some important advantages are pointed out 
below: 

The absorption signal becomes larger when a polariser is used. Simulations showed that for 
instanee the absorption signal depends strongly on the light polarisation. Fora metal substrate 
the absorption signal is twice as high for p-polarised light as compared to the situation for 
unpolarised light. This is explained by the fact that the absorption signal for s-polarised light 
is negligible as compared to the absorption signal for p-polarised light (eq. 2.19). 

(R0 -RJ = (Ro,s -Rs)+(Ro,p -RP) ~ O+(Ro,p -Rp) =_!_(R0 -RJ 
R R . +R 2·R 2 R 

0 unpolarised O,s O,p O,p 0 p-pol 
(2.19). 

Equation 2.19 is closely related to the surface selection rule (§2.4.1 ). Equation (2.19) does not 
holdanymore for other substrate types like the SIM substrate. For the SIM substrate the light 
absorption for p-polarised cannot be neglected to the absorption for s-polarised light (see fig. 
2.14 ). The absorption signal for s-polarised light is still higher as compared to unpolarised 
light but less than a factor 2 as was derived for the metal substrate (eq. 2.19). A disadvantage 
of the polariser used is the decreased intensity and possibly decreased signal to noise ratio. 
The influence ofthe light polarisation state ofthe IR absorption is demonstrated in §3.1.4. 

The possibility to distinguish between light absorption in the gas phase and in the solid film. 
Absorption in films depends on the light polarisation as previously shown. Absorption of 
light in the gas phase however does not depend on the light polarisation due to the random 
orientation of the molecules in air. When for instanee the light absorption is of the same order 
for both s- and as p-polarisation the light absorption did most probably not take place within 
the film. This possibility can be very useful for a well founded assignment of absorption 
peaks to film properties. 

The modeHing of reflection spectra to retain film properties like refractive index or thickness 
becomes less difficult when the light polarisation is well known. In most experimental uses 
light is polarised due to the different optical elements in the light path, for instanee due to 
several mirror reflections or use of beamsplitter. This makes the assumption of unpolarised 
light not viabie for modeHing uses of the experimental data. By measuring the reflection 
spectra at different polarisation statesextra information can be gained (§4.2). 
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2.6 Comparison between different substrate types 

2.6.1 Enhancement factor M 

The aim is to measure properties of films with a thickness of a few monolayers (~3-20 Á). The 
minimum film thickness is limited by the sensitivity of the used FTIR instruments. The detection 
limit for measurement of reflection changes (~R/R) is in the order of 2·10-4 to 5·10-4. This limit 
depends on the integration time and wavenumber region (§1.5). 
Fora better comparison ofthe substrate types a new quantity will be introduced: the enhancement 
factor M[KAT951. Before introducing the enhancement factorit might be useful tolook at a single 
pass through a film as shown in tigure 2.22. 

Fig. 2.22: Single pass of light beam through a film without substrate. 

An easy estimation of the absorption can be obtained by use of equation (2.12). Neglecting 
reflection losses at the boundaries gives for the light absorption in thin films: 

47r.niR'ki di (21l. 1 ) A=1-R-T:::=J1-T, =1-exp(- )::::! - .2nfilmkfilmdfilm 
Ào cos( ei) Ào cos( ei) 

(2.19). 

Equation 2.19 shows that in the limit for thin films it can be assumed that a near to linear relation 
exists between the absorption (A') and the film properties: n, k and d. This can be summarised by 
means of equation (2.20): 

A'= Ro -R =M.2nfilmkfilmdfilm (2.20). 
Ro 

HereMis defined as the enhancement factor. Use ofthe enhancement factor makes it possible to 
acquire a quick insight in the absorption value for various film parameters. For real substrates 
however Misnota constant and will be slightly dependent on the film parameters (n,k,d). This 
dependency will be investigated in the next sections. 
The enhancement factor for the case of a a single pass through a film is calculated from equation 
(2.19) and (2.20): 

M"""'-'"'" =(~-cos~ l.I.)) (2.20). 

At e0=70°, n;um= 1.5 (Snellius: e;=39°) and a IR wavelengthof 5 J.lm (2000 cm-1
) the enhancement 

factorMis 1.6 J.lm-1
• The detection limit for thin films (dm;n) is determined by the detection limit 

of the FTIR setup (~R/R) and enhancement factor of the film and substrate system. The minimum 
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enhancement factor needed for detection of a monolayer (3 Á) is calculated by use of equation 
(2.20) for several refractive indices and a detection limit of 5.10-4

. 

k 

0.025 0.05 0.075 0.1 0.125 
n 

1.5 22.2 11.1 7.4 5.6 4.4 
1.75 19.0 9.5 6.3 4.8 3.8 
2 16.7 8.3 5.6 4.2 3.3 

3.5 9.5 4.8 3.2 2.4 1.9 
Table 2.2: several enhancement factors M (J.lm- 1

) necessary for detection of a monolayer film (3 Á) for several 
refractive indices (n,k) and a detection limit AR;R of 5·104

• 

The enhancement factors shown in the next sections can be compared with the values of the 
enhancement factor needed for monolayer sensitivity (table 2.2). 

2.6.2 Enhancement factor for OCS, SIM an metal substrate 

The dependency of the enhancement factor on the refractive index and extinction coefficient of 
the film is shown in the figure 2.23 for the three different substrate types. The enhancement 
factor of the metal substrate decreases strongly with increasing refractive index (n) of the film. 
This means that a metal substrate only shows a strong surface sensitivity for films with a low 
refractive index. 
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Fig. 2.23: enhancement factor for a metal, OCS and SIM substrate as a function of refractive index (n: left plot, k: 
right plot) of film. (Parameters used: wavenr=2200 cm·', film thickness = 25 A. Left plot: (ktiim)=0.05, right plot: 
(nmm)=1.5). 

The sensitivity of a metal substrate to films with a low refractive index can be understood as 
follows. For films with a high refractive index the angle of incidence in the film becomes smaller 
(Snellius). A smaller angle of incidence in the film means that the superimposed electric field 
vector in the film becomes smaller (§2.4.1) which results in a decreased interaction with the film. 
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The OCS and SIM substrate on the other hand can he used for films with higher refractive index 
(n). The enhancement factor for the SIM substrate is almost twice as large as for the OCS for 
these set of parameters. 
The dependency of M on given parameters gives information whether the absorption (A') will 
respond linearly to a change in this parameter. When the enhancement factor remains constant 
there will indeed he a linear relation between parameter of choice and absorption. The extinction 
coefficient (k) is correlated with the density and strength of dipoles in a film layer. The right plot 
in tigure 2.23 shows the dependency of the enhancement factor on the extinction coefficient. The 
absorption signa! can he estimated to respond linearly to changes in the extinction coefficient as 
the enhancement signa! remains roughly constant for OCS and SIM substrate. For the metal 
substrate the linear response between absorption and extinction coefficient seems worse. 

2.6.3 Enhancement factor for different wavenumbers 

Figure 2.24 shows that the enhancement factor depends on the wavenumber. The vibrational 
honds located at higher wavenumber are easier to detect than the honds resonant at lower 
wavenumbers. 
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Fig. 2.24: enhancement factor for a metal, OCS and SIM substrate as a function of wavenumber. (Parameters used: 
film thickness = 25 A, (n,k)mm= (1.5 ; 0.05). 

At smaller wavelengtbs the number of waves that fit into the by film thickness determined path 
length is higher. This means that the interaction between film and light wave becomes largerand 
thus results in higher absorption values. The same argument holds for a larger refractive index of 
the film. In this case the wavelength in the film becomes smaller as compared to vacuum 
resulting again in increased absorption. This could he partly counterbalanced by a smaller angle 
of incidence and thus decreased optical path length in a film with higher refractive index 
(Snellius). 
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2.6.4 Enhancement factor dependency on film thickness 

A linear relation between absorption and film thickness makes it easy to interpret data. As 
already shown in the previous sections the relation between absorption and film thickness is 
approximately linear. The relation between enhancement factor and film thickness is shown in 
tigure 2.25. 
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Fig. 2.25: enhancement factorfora metal, OCS and SIM substrate as a function of film thickness. (Parameters used: 
Left plot: (n,k)film= (1.5 ; 0.05), right plot: (n,k)film= (2 ; 0.8), wavenumber = 2200 cm-1

). 

The above plots show that the relation between absorption and film thickness depends on the 
refractive index of the film. The OCS shows a better linear response than the SIM substrate. The 
best linear response of the absorption to the film thickness can be seen for the metal substrate. 
The absorption value itself is however much lower. Care must be taken when interpreting 
absorption data and for exact calculation of film properties an optical model is necessary. 
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2.6.5 Conclusions 

The enhancement factor of the SIM-substrate is larger as compared to the OCS and metal 
substrate. The use of the SIM substrate is most advantageous over the metal substrate for 
detection of thin films with higher refractive index (nfitm> 1.2). The orientation of the light for 
which maximum enhancement occurs is different for SIM- and metal substrate. The electric field 
in a thin film on a metal substrate is oriented perpendicular to the surface 
(p-polarised). For the SIM substrate the electric field interacts mostly with the honds that are 
oriented parallel to the surface (s-polarised). 

The electric field strength and optical path in the film determines the interaction between light 
and film and hereby the amount of light that will be absorbed to induce vibrational transitions. 
The total electric field in the film is determined by interference of various light waves. For a 
maximum electric field these interfering light beams must have a correct relative phase to ensure 
constructive interference. The total electric field on top of the metal substrate is determined by 
the induced phase shift at the surface (§2.4.1) and orientation of incident and reflected electric 
field within the film. For the SIM substrate the constructive interference in the film is determined 
by the optical path length and phase shift at the metal substrate. The intermediate Si02 layer is 
used as a means to control the optical path length and satisfy the coherence condition (§2.2.1 ). 

A disadvantage of the SIM substrate is that it is only optimised for a limited speetral range. This 
could complicate the simultaneous detection of absorption in different regions. F or the performed 
simulations the refractive index for metal and Si02 layer were assumed to be independent of 
wavenumber. Unfortunately this simplification does not always hold for practically used 
materials. As for instanee the refractive index of the Si02 changes with wavenumber the 
coherence condition ( eq. 2.18) also changes. The intermediate Si02 layer for the SIM substrate 
doesnothave to be made of Si02. The intermediate layer is preferentially IR transparent in the 
desired region to enable multiple intemal reflections, thickness should correspond to the 
coherence condition and the refractive should be low to maximise the light transmission towards 
the metallayer. 
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3. Measurements 

In this chapter the experimental results at several moments in the lifetime of a carbon nitride film 
are shown. During its lifetime the film will be monitored by in-situ time resolved FTIR reflection 
spectroscopy. First the creation of a carbon nitride film by use of plasma deposition will be 
shown. The films were deposited on both metal- (§3.2) and SIM-substrate (§3.3). After 
deposition the film properties were monitored under various conditions: at low vacuum pressure, 
atmospheric pressure and during annealing (§3.4). Finally the end ofthe film life cycle is reached 
by etching the film away at different plasma conditions. 

3. 1 Characteristic features of the experimental setup 

First some features on various aspects of the experimental setup will be presented. Like for 
instanee the influence of substrate temperature on the measurements, influence of the pumping 
systems on the sensitive setup and use of polariser for absorption measurements. 

3.1.1 Temperature dependenee of the reflected intensity 

The reflected light intensity of a substrate depends on the substrate temperature. The 
measurements were performed on two series of aluminum substrates. At each temperature several 
minutes were waited for the substrate temperature to stabilise. The results are shown in tigure 
3.1. 
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Fig. 3.1: Dependency of reflected intensity on substrate temperature for two different types of aluminum substrates 
(Plotted for different wavenumbers at 1000,2000, .. ,6000 cm"1

). 

The intensity at each temperature is plotted relative to the intensity at 50 °C. This is done for 
several wavenumbers to establish ifthere is a wavenumber dependency. Figure 3.1 shows a large 
difference between the two substrate series. The first substrate type shows a much larger intensity 
decrease over the temperature range than the second substrate type. This may be explained by a 
different density or heat conduction of the aluminum substrates. There seems to be only a very 
small dependenee on the wavenumber. The relation between reflected intensity and temperature 
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can be described by a second order polynomial. The relation between intensity and substrate 
temperature at 2650 cm-1 is given by: 

IJ (T) = ((1.000 ± 0.001)- (9.3 ± 0.3)·10-7 ·T2 )"IJ (50°e) (3.1a), 

I2 (T) = ((1.0000 ± 0.0006)- (2.1 ± 0.3)·1 o-7 ·T2 )·I 2 (50°e) (3.1 b ). 

Here equations 3.1 a and 3.1 b describe the temperature dependences of respectively the first and 
second substrate type. Here /; is the measured intensity and T the temperature of the substrate. 

When the plasma interacts with the substrate surface a certain heat transfer will cause the 
substrate to heat up. The change in reflected intensity when the argon-nitrogen plasma is on is 
shown in the left plot of tigure 3.2. For this measurements no deposition on the metal substrate 
was observed. 
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Fig.3.2: Change in reflected intensity and estimated substrate temperature when the plasma is on. (T8=250 °C), 
Iarc= 50 A, flow Ar=70 scc/s, N2=30 scc/s, He backflow on, metal substrate.) 

The intensity decreases when the plasma is turned on, and increases again when the plasma is 
tumed off. The heat transfer of the plasma to the substrate may explain the decrease in reflected 
intensity. By use ofthe estimated relation between reflected intensity and temperature an estimate 
of the substrate temperature can be made. This is done by solving the next equation: 

IJ (T) _ I(t) 

IJ (250°) I(250°) 
(3.2). 

Here T is the substrate temperature, and t is time. The substrate temperature during the plasma 
exposure is calculated and shown in the right plot. The temperature changes are fitted with 
exponential functions to describe the heat fluxes of substrate cooling and plasma[KES961. 
Solving equation (3.2) shows that the substrate temperature has increased in the order of 35 oe 
after 60 seconds of exposure to the plasma at these specific plasma parameters 
and zero film growth. The calculated temperature is merely a first order estimation as changes of 
the surface structure or other unknown influences are not accounted for. The heat flux will be 
different for various plasma parameters. When a good thermal contact exists between substrate 
holder and substrate by means of the helium backflow the temperature increase by the plasma 
heating is in the order of 10 oe. If no helium backflow is applied the temperature increase is in 
the order of 150 oe[KES961 . The estimated higher temperature increase of 35 oe as compared to 
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10 oe could be explained by an inferior thermal contact between holder and substrate or different 
thermal conductivity of the substrate. 

The temperature dependenee of the reflected intensity is also measured for the SIM-substrate. 
The Si02 layer used for the SIM substrate was evaporated on the second series aluminum 
substrate. 
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Fig. 3.3: Plot of spectra at different temperatures (50-275 °C) ofthe SIM-substrate (s-polarised light used). 

Figure 3.3 shows a large dependenee of the reflected intensity on the wavenumber for the SIM 
substrate. Around 3400 and 5500 cm-1 the intensity changes are greatest. Transmission 
measurements on reference samples with only a Si02 layer show a large absorption around 3400 
cm·1

. (§4.1) This means that around 3400 cm·1 the Si02 film has a non-zero extinction coefficient 
(ksim). The large changes around 3400 cm·1 could then be explained as a temperature induced 
decrease of the extinction coefficient of the Si02 film. Around 5500 
cm·1 the Si02 film did not show any large absorption effects (§4.1 ). A possible explanation for 
the temperature induced changes around 5500 cm·1 could be a changed refractive index of the 
Si02 film or metal layer. Some simple simulations showed that the changes around 5500 
cm·1 could be explained by a temperature induced change in the refractive index of the metal 
layer. The intensity at different wavenumbers is plotted in tigure 3.4. 
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Fig. 3.4: Dependency of reflected intensity on substrate temperature for the (Si02+metal) substrate. (Plotted for 
different wavenumbers at 2000,2650,3400,4500 and 5500 cm"1

). 

The intensity is measured several times at the same substrate temperatures. The above plot shows 
the reflected intensity at constant substrate temperature. The reflected intensity at one 
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temperature setting changes over time as can heseen in the plot. For the metal substrate however 
the intensity was reproducible for the same substrate temperature. This could mean that the SIM
substrate is annealed and that the refractive index of the film changes permanently. For 
wavenumbers outside the 3400 and 5500 cm-1 regions the relative intensity changes are in the 
order of 5.10-3

. An important difference between metal and SIM substrate is that for the SIM
substrate the intensity increases for increasing temperature for certain wavenumber regions 
whereas an intensity decrease was observed for the metal substrates. 

3.1.2 Periodic reflection changes 

Time resolved measurements show periodic vibrations in the relative intensity I!Iref· The 
amplitude for the value of I!Iref is in the order of 1 o-3. These vibrations are caused by mechanica! 
vibrations of the roots-pump. Figure 3.5 shows the intensity while the roots pump is tumed on 
and tumed off. 
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Fig.3.5: Influence ofthe Roots-pump on the reflected intensity 

When the roots pump is tumed off the mechanica! vibrations stop and the periodic intensity 
changes do not occur anymore. Luckily these large vibrations do not hinder the absorption 
measurements in the order of (2-5)·104

. The absorption A' (2.2) is determined by calculating the 
difference between the reflection R and the baseline reflection Ro. As both the values of R and Ro 
are determined from the same measurement the difference between these two values remains 
constant. This means that while vibrations in the order of 1 o-3 occur small reflection changes can 
still he measured. 
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3.1.3 Calculation of IR absorption from reflectance spectra 

The FTIR reflection setup measures the speetral intensity as show in tigure 1.5. For study of film 
growth the intensity or reflection changes during film growth are of interest. The changes during 
deposition are measured by comparing the changes of the intensity spectrum Oreà of a bare 
substrate to the intensity spectrum of substrate with deposited film. The changes are then 
obtained from the ratio of reflected intensity after and before deposition. The relative reflection 
spectra of two measurement during the film deposition are shown on the left hand side of tigure 
3.6. 
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Fig.3.6: Reflectance spectra (left) and absorption spectra (right) at different times during Carbon Nitride deposition 

The difference between the baselines of the spectra is in the order of 2 ·1 o-3. This difference can 
only partly be explained by reflection changes caused by film growth. A larger influence on the 
vertical shift are the vibrations caused by the roots-pump (§3.1.2) and the reflection changes 
caused by the influence ofthe plasma on the substrate temperature (§3.1.1). 
For calculation of the absorption values (A', see eq. 2.2) some corrections for the baseline 
variations are needed. An estimation for the baseline was made b(' fitting a line through the 
spectra at data points in the region (800-950) and (2800-3000) cm- were no absorption occur. 
The absorption A' is calculated by use of this estimated baseline. The resulting absorption is 
shown in the right hand plot of tigure 3.7. The usefulness ofthe baselines is always examined by 
checking if the line corresponds with the non-absorbing waverrumher regions. Some minor 
variations in the used intervals for the baseline calculations usually gives the required result. 
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3.1.4 lnfluence of polarisation state on absorption 

Light from the Bruker is polarised by use of an IR wire grid polariser. The polarisation state is 
determined by the relative position of the polariser axis to the substrate surface. This section will 
show how the polariser orientation is calibrated. 

The detected light is polarised by the various optical elements in the light-path like for instanee 
mirrors, windows and of course substrate surface. The normalised light intensity as a function of 
polariser angle is shown in tigure 3.7 for different waverrumhers (metal substrate): 
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Fig. 3.7: Intensity dependency on polariser angle. The intensity is normalised to intensity at a polariser angle of 0° 
(metal substrate). 

The light intensity as function of polariser angle could be fitted with the following function to 
describe elliptically polarised light: 

(3.4). 

Where Ia and Ib determine the size of the ellips. The angle Xe will be called the zero angle of the 
ellips. The ratio of minimum and maximum intensity and angle of maximum intensity is different 
for various wavenumbers. This could be explained by a wavelength dependent polarisation of the 
various optical elements. The IR polariser orientation cannot be calibrated by the intensity and 
therefore another means for the calibration of the polariser has to be found. 

The IR light absorption in films depends on the polarisation state as was shown in chapter 2. The 
polariser orientation can not be found from the polariser angles where the IR absorption has its 
extremes. The IR light absorption in carbon nitride films is investigated by measuring the 
absorption spectra at different polariser angles. The films were deposited on a metal substrate (3rd 
series, §3.2). The absorption spectra at different polariser angles are shown in tigure 3.8. 
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Fig. 3.8: Absorption spectra for different polariser angles: 0,10,20,30, ... ,90° (Metal substrate used). 

The absorption in the carbon nitride film depends strongly on the light polarisation as is shown in 
tigure 3.8. The absorption is notzero for s-polarised light as is predicted by the surface selection 
rule. The surface selection rule only applies for thin films whereas for thick films the IR 
absorption increases (fig. 2.22). The absorption at 2180 cm·1 is plotted as function of polariser 
angle in tigure 3.9. 
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Fig. 3.9: Absorption value at 2180 cm·1 as function ofpolariser angle. (Metal substrate) 

The data points in tigure 3.10 are fitted by use of equation 3.4. The minimum absorption value is 
found at a polariser angle of around (0.9±0.3)0

• When the film can be assumed isotropie the light 
should be s-polarised at the calculated angle of minimum absorption. 
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3.1.5 Absorption of IR light in the ambient air 

At specific wavenum.hers IR light is absorbed by C02 and H20 molecules in the surrounding air. 
This can make a doubtless assignment of an absorption peak in these regions to the film material 
difficult. Increasing the path length of the IR beam in air by about 50 cm reveals the strong 
absorption peaks in ambient air. This was done by passing the beam through the reaction vessel 
while the vessel was filled with ambient air and comparing this measurement to the situation 
where the reaction vessel was evacuated. The result is shown in figure 3.11. 
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Fig. 3.11: Absorption of IR light in air. Right plot shows a magnified plot of the wavenumber region of interest. 

For measuring absorption in carbon nitride films the wavenum.her regionsof 1000 to 1900 and 
2000 to 2350 cm"1 are of great interest. These regions are shown in the right plot. The figure 
shows that water in the air can severel(' interfere with absorption in the film for the 1200 to 1900 
cm"1 region. For the 2000 to 2300 cm· region the interference is less severe. The absorption peak 
at 2250 cm"1 can slightly be disturbed by the co2 absorption around 2350 cm"1. 

Besides the absorption caused by H20 and C02 in the water another feature around 1234 cm·1 

disturbes the measurements. 
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Fig. 3.12: Left plot shows measured intensity for situation withno polariser and polariser oriented for s- and p
polarised light. Right plot shows the sensitivity to reflection changes for p-polarised light. 
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Figure 3.12 shows that the intensity around 1230 cm-1 is near zero for p-polarised light. For s
polarised light the intensity decrease around 1230 cm-1 is much less compared toother regions. A 
possible souree for this strong polarisation of the IR light around 1230 cm-1 could be the 
beamsplitter in the interferometer (§ 1.4). The near zero intensity for p-polarised light around 
1230 cm-1 has a large influence on the sensitivity for measurements on small reflection changes 
(right plot, fig. 3.12). The sensitivity between 1000 and 1300 cm-1 is therefore considerably lower 
as compared to the intensity at higher wavenumber regions. The measurements of the predicted 
C-N honds around 1220 cm-1 (table 1.1) are therefore limited in sensitivity. 
The IR absorption in films on metal substrates depends on the intensity of the p-polarised light. 
Absorption values around 1230 cm-1 therefore show a decreased sensitivity. For SIM substrates 
where s-polarised light is needed the measurements are not severely hindered. As these findings 
were done after the last measurement no changes were made. One possible solution could be 
found in the relative rotation of the interferometers position to the substrate and hereby redefining 
the polarisation state as defined by the plane of incidence. 

When the absorption of IR light in air remains constant there will not be a negative influence 
when comparing sample and background measurement. For thin film depositions the air 
composition has to remain constant in the order of several minutes. The time resolved 
measurements showed that the air absorption could stay at a reasonable constant level without 
disturbing sensitive measurements. The negative influence of light absorption in air can be 
reduced for a short time by minimising the airflow in the room and covering up the IR setup by 
simple means as a plastic foil. Also the time between background and sample measurements must 
be kept as short as possible. 
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3.2 Deposition of CxNy films on metal substrata 

The growth of thin films was monitored by use of FTIR spectroscopy on metal substrates. In this 
section three series of depositions will be presented. The first series of measurements were 
performed without a polariser and on the first series of aluminum substrates (§3.2.1 and §3.2.2). 
Forthese measurements the number of scansfora background spectrum was set at 1000. Each 
time resolved measurement took 1.8 seconds and consisted out of 5 scans. 

The second series of measurements were done with use of an IR polariser and on the second 
batch of aluminum substrates (§3.2.3). The negative influence of air absorption was reduced by 
covering the optical light path with plastic foil and by decreasing the number of scans for the 
background to 500. Because of this the time between measurement and background is reduced 
resulting in a decrease of the change in the air composition. This positive effect is slightly 
counterbalanced by a decrease in signal to noise ratio of the background. For the second series 
each time resolved measurement took 1.1 seconds for the first 30 seconds, and then took 3.6 
seconds after 30 seconds (scan-rate is 0.36 s/scan for 8 cm-1 resolution). This was done because a 
good time resolution is especially needed during the initial growth of the film. For these 
measurements an IR wire grid polariser was used to increase the IR absorption signal (§2.5.2). 

For the first and second series only one substrate for each series was used. Aftereach deposition 
the films are etched away to restriet the use of the limited amount of metal substrates at that time. 
The etching is performed by exposing the film to an argon-nitrogen plasma with use of the 
graphite nozzle at low are current Oarc=30 A). For low are currents the film is etched away by the 
nitrogen atoms in the plasma[KOL971

. When the film is etched away a new film at different 
parameters is deposited. This could mean that the metal substrate could change between the 
various depositions. These measurements were performed as part of the program to test the 
sensitivity of the experimental setup in relation the carbon nitride film. Also a shutter was used 
for first and second series to shield off the substrate before deposition started. 

Polished aluminum substrates were used for the third series of depositions (§3.2.5). Now for each 
deposition a new substrate was used to leave out any possible negative effects of re-use of the 
substrates. The number of scans for a background is now set to 1 00 to further decrease the 
disturbing effect of interfering absorption in the ambient air. The interval between each spectrum 
is further lowered to 0.36 seconds. Forthese measurements the IR polariser was also used. No 
shutter was applied before the start of deposition to study possible minor growth that occurred 
during the time the shutter was still in front of the substrate. 

The characteristics of each deposition series are summarised in table 3 .1. 
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The carbon nitride films were deposited for an Ar-N2 plasma expanding through a graphite 
nozzle. The used settings are given in table 3.2. 

Substrate temperature: 50,125,200,275 oe (first and second series) 
200,275 oe 
-25, 25, 150, 275, 380 oe 

( second series) 
(third series) 

Are current: Iarc (A) 80 50 30 A 
Gas flows: - Argon 70 scc/s 

- Nitrogen 30 
Table 3 .I: Deposition parameters used for the three series of measurements. 

For each deposition the sameprocedures were followed. First an argon plasma is tumed on. After 
15 seconds nitrogen gas is added to the plasma. Then after 30 or insome cases 45 seconds the 
shutter was pulled away for first and second deposition series. For the third measurement series 
no shutter was used. 
The growth rates were only determined for the third measurement series. The order of the growth 
rates for the presented depositions can he estimated in the order of 1-3 nm/s. Film thickness for 
the deposited films are assumed to he in the order of 100 nm for the first and second 
measurement series. This means that the IR light absorption can he assumed linear proportional 
to the film thickness (§2.4.2) 

3.2.1 Time resolved view of the IR spectra 

The four depositions presented here are performed at different substrate temperatures between 50 
and 275 oe. After deposition the film is etched away and the substrate is used for the next 
deposition at different substrate temperature. Forthese deposition an infrared polariser was not 
yet available. An estimation for the baseline was made by fitting a line through the spectra at data 
points in the (800-950) and (2800-3000) cm·1 regions (§3.1.4). The absorption A' is calculated by 
use of this estimated baseline. The results are shown in figure 3.13. 
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Fig. 3.13: Absorption according to fitted "base"-line. (Plots after 2 (lower), 5, 20 and 34 (upper) seconds. Left plot: 
T.=50°C, right plot T.=200°C, no polariser used.) 
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Two different regions can be seen in the plotled absorption spectra. The first region between 
1000 and 1900 cm-1 is ascribed to C-N, C-C, C=N and C=C bonding types. The absorption 
values around 1230 cm-1 are disturbed by the low intensity for p-polarised light in this region 
(§3.1.5). The second region between 2050 and 2300 cm-1 is ascribed to C=N bonding (table 1.1). 
The spectrum after 2 secouds of deposition shows the negative influence of air absorption in the 
(1400, 1800) cm-1 region and also the increased absorption caused by C02 around 2350 cm-1

. The 
influence of absorption caused by air and C02 is rather randomly as can be seen by camparing 
the plots in tigure 3.13. 
Initially the absorption in the two different absorption regions seems to be of the same size. After 
20 secouds (~ 20-50 nm) however the absorption in the (1200, 1900) cm-1 region has become 
larger than the absorption in the second region. This might mean that during initia! growth the 
C=N type bonding is more dominant than for bulk growth of the film. 
Another feature that is seen in tigure 3.13 is the changing shape of the absorption peaks during 
growth. After 4 secouds the shape of the absorption peaks seems more equally distributed than 
after 20 seconds. For different substrate temperatures the shape ofthe absorption peaks also looks 
different. The differences occur especially above 1200 cm- . The first difference is the relative 
height of the absorption around 1380 cm-1 to the abso:rtion around 1600 cm-1

• This can be 
translated in a different ratio of C-C bonding (1390 cm-) as compared to the C=C and C=N 
bonding types. At higher substrate temperatures the relative number C-C seems increase. 
Another very distinct feature in the absorption spectra (fig. 3.13) is the absorption peak located at 
1760 cm-1

• This absorption peak could possibly be explained by a vibrational transition by 
C( CN)2 structure[HA Y691 as shown in tigure 3.14. 

Fig. 3.14: C(CN2) structure with vibrationa1 transition at 1756 cm-1 
[HAY

691. 

The distinctive absorption peak around 1760 cm-1 was only clearly visible for this first series of 
depositions. For the second and third series this peak was not clearly visible which causes some 
uncertainty about the actual presence ofthe C(CN)2 structure in the carbon nitride films. 
By only looking at spectra at different times during growth some of the growth details during the 
depositions is lost. An additional method is needed for comparison of the time resolved spectra. 
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3.2.2 Time resolved view of the IR absorption values 

A deconvolution of the absorption peak:s representing different bonding types (table 1.1) by 
Gaussian curves would give the most information about the present bonding types. Because the 
peak: locations of the different bonding types are not exactly known a deconvolution can 
unfortunately not be used for comparison of different spectra. An alternative is found by looking 
at the specific absorption values. For comparison of different time resolved plots the absorption 
values at different wavenumbers are plotted as function of time. This method will give an 
indication of the development of absorption peak:s during film growth. The absorption values 
were calculated by use of a fitted line as the baseline for the spectra at different times. The 
calculation of these baselines was programmed as part of the Maple code (appendix A). The 
results are plotted in figure 3.15 for different substrate temperatures and two are currents. All 
depositions started with the are current set to 80 A. Afterabout 30 seconds the are current was 
lowered to 50 A. 
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Fig.3.15: Absorption values at different wavenurnbers during growth. (T.=50, 125, 200 and 275°C. Wavenurnbers: 
1360, 1600, 1760, 2180 and 2250 crn-1

_ Iarc=80 and 50 A). 

The absorption values change periodically. The period of the absorption value fluctuation is in 
the same order as the vibrations caused by the roots-pump (§3.1.2). The cause of these 
fluctuations of the calculated absorption values is therefore attributed to the vibrations of the 
roots-pump. For later measurements these fluctuations of the absorption values are much less 
pronounced. The difference between the measurements here and later measurements are the 
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increased intensity for later measurements, different aluminum substrate type, other substrate 
holderand use of polariser. 
The initia! growth seems to occur within the first few seconds of deposition. This can be seen in 
the plot at 50° e where only after a few seconds the increase of absorption values occurs linear 
up to 30 seconds. The first few seconds could be considered as the stage of initia! film growth 
after which the stage of bulk growth starts. 

F or a better comparison between the different rates of absorption the two growth regimes at 80 
and 50 A are current are fitted with lines. The derivatives of these lines are then plotted as a 
function of substrate temperature in figure 3 .16. 
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Fig. 3.16a: Absorption rate as a function of substrate temperature for different wavenumbers. (I arc=80 A) 
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Fig. 3.16b: Absorption rate as a function of substrate temperature for different wavenumbers. (Left plot: I arc=50 A) 

At an are current of 80 A the growth rate of the absorption values increases with temperature in 
the range of 50 to 200 oe. At a temperature of275 oe the growth rate decreases. The exception to 
this is the absorption value at 1760 cm·1 where a steady decrease with increasing temperature 
occurs. 
At an are current of 50 A the film is etched away at lower substrate temperatures. This may be 
explained by a dominant etching component ofthe nitrogen atoms (§ 1.3). The left plot shows that 
the absorption rate increases with increasing temperature for the (1200, 1900) cm-1 region. 
eomparision of the absorption rates at 1600 and 2180 cm'1 shows that the absorption values 
around 1600 cm·1 are increasing while the absorption values around 2180 cm·1 are decreasing. 
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This may be explained by a modification of the surface layer where already existing e=N honds 
are transformed to other bonds. Besides the surface modification some minor film growth could 
he possible at a suhstrate temperature of 200 oe. At 275 oe the film growth is more dominant as 
is seen by the higher absorption growth rates compared to lower substrate temperatures. 

F or better insight in the film composition the absorption rates of figure 3.10 are plotted relative to 
the absorption rate at 1600 cm-I. The relative absorption plots are only shown for growth at an are 
current of 80 A. The result is shown in figure 3.17. 
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Fig. 3.17: Relative rates to absorption rate at 1600 cm·1 as a function of substrate temperature for different 
wavenumbers. (I arc=80 A) 

The most straightforward ohservation at an are current of 80 A is the steady decrease of the 
relative ahsorption value at 1760 cm-1 over the temperature region. Up toa substrate temperature 
of200 oe the absorption values at 2180 and 2250 cm-I increase while the absorption at 1360 cm-I 
seem to decrease relative to the absorption at 1600 cm-I. The small relative changes and factors 
like uncertain flux of carbon species in the plasma or re-use of the substrate make it difficult to 
make well founded conclusions on the relative absorption rates. 
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3.2.3 Deposition of CxNy film layers on metal substrate and polariser (2"d series) 

The depositions at a substrate temperature of 200 and 275 oe are repeated on the second series of 
aluminum substrates. To the experimental setup a polariser was added. Forthese measurements 
the number of scans for a time resolved measurement was lowered to 3. Spectra are now recorded 
in time steps of 1.1 seconds for the first 20 seconds. 
The first seconds of deposition are looked upon as the stage of initia! growth. The thickness of 
this initia! layer is expected to he in the order of 5-10 nm. During the initia! growth the 
assumption is made that species from the plasma are adsorbed on the surface and interact with the 
existing growth layer and plasma. During film growth these adsorbed species bond with each 
other and create a film structure. Beyond the growth layer the film is assumed to exist in its 
equilibrium structure[JAC981 (bulk structure ). The carbon nitride surface is expected to he more 
reactive than the substrate surface due to the presumed dangling honds. After 20 seconds the 
spectra are recorded in time steps of 3.6 seconds. As in the previous sections the absorption as 
function of time is plotled in figure 3.18 for a substrate temperature of 200 oe. 
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Fig.3.18: Absorption values at different wavenumbers during growth for T,=200 oe (Right plot shows magnified 
plot. Wavenumbers: 1360, 1600, 1760, 2180 and 2250 cm·'. Iarc=80, 50 and 30 A). 

The depositions started with the are current set at 80 A. After around 40 seconds the are current 
was lowered to 50 A, and after 100 seconds the are current was lowered to 30 A. The influence of 
the are current is clearly visible in figure 3.13. The growth rate increases with increasing are 
current. This dependency is shown in figure 3 .19. 
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At a substrate temperature of 275 oe and are current of 30 A the plasma etches the film away 
(right plot in fig.3.19). As also shown in §3.2.2 the change of absorption with time at 275 oe is 
smaller than at 200 oe. The are current determines the amount of carbon that is etched from the 
nozzle and transported by the plasma towards the surface. At low are current the amount of 
carbon in the plasma is probably very low and the etching of nitrogen dominates. A possible 
explanation of the decreasing absorption rate at substrate temperatures higher than 200 oe is the 
thermal activation of etching by nitrogen atoms in the plasma. At substrate temperatures higher 
than 200 oe the etching effect of nitrogen seems to become more important compared to the 
growth of the film by carbon species in the plasma. 

I 

In order to see the initial growth of the film in more detail the first 20 seconds of growth are 
enlarged and shown in tigure 3.20. The growth rate forthese measurements is assumed to be in 
the order of 1-3 nm/s (§3.2). This means that after 20 seconds of deposition the film thickness 
must be somewhere in the order of 20-50 nm. To obtain an easier view of the trends during 
growth the absorption values are fitted with lines. 
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Fig.3.20: Absorption values at different wavenumbers during growth at Iarc=80 A. (Left plot: T,=200 °C, right plot: 
T,=275 °C). 

The absorption spectra can be measured when the plasma shutter is pulled away. After one 
spectra of 1.1 seconds the absorption is already much larger than the detection limit (see ahead to 
fig. 3 .20). When the trendlines are extrapolated for the left plot it becomes visible that for the 
absorptions in the (1200-1900) cm·1 region the absorptions seemtostart around t=O seconds. The 
absorptions around 2200 cm·1 for e=N bonding seemtostart earlier. This may be explained by a 
fast adsorption of e=N radicals during initial growth. This adsorption must occur during the first 
1.1 seconds of deposition or during the time the argon-nitrogen plasma is on but the shutter is still 
in front of the substrate. At a substrate temperature of 275 oe the growth of the absorption peak 
around 1360 cm·1 also seems to be earlier than the absorption values at 1600 and 1760 cm·1

• Then 
again this also could be within the error of measurement. The error of measurement is calculated 
from the deviations of the trend. The error of measurement is in the order of 8-10-4 for 1350, 
1760,2180 and 2250 cm·1

. At 1600 cm·1 the error ofmeasurement is in the order of2·10·3
. This 

may be explained from the lower intensity of IR light around 1600 cm·1 caused by the high 
absorption ofiR light around 1600 cm·1 (§3.1.5). 
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To be more convincing whether the absorption values plotled in figure 3.15 have no initial offset 
the spectra after 1.8 (< 5 nm) and 3.6 (<10 nm) seconds of deposition are shown in fig. 3.21. The 
first measured absorption spectrum already shows an absorption value in the order of 5.10-3

. This 
is well above the detection limit of and thus means that the growth rate is too high to study initia! 
growth in more detail. 
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Fig. 3.21: Absorption spectra after 1.8 and 3.6 seconds of deposition. {T.=275°C.) 

The growth of the absorption values around 1500 cm-1 is larger than the growth of the 2200 cm-1 

absorption peak for spectra shown in figure 3.16. After the initial adsorption of C=N bonded 
species like C=N radicals or C2N2 (N=C-C=N) species a transformation to C-C, C=N and C=C 
honds could be possible. 
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3.2.4 Deposition of CxNy film layers on metal substrate and polariser (3rd series) 

The third series of depositions is a temperature series where the substrate temperature is varied 
between -25 oe and 380 oe. Polished aluminum substrates were used for deposition and an IR 
polariser was used to obtain p-polarised light. Each deposition was performed on an unused 
aluminum substrate to make sure that previous depositions did not influence the measurements. 
The films are deposited at a constant are current of 80 A with gas flows as given in table 3 .I. F or 
these set of depositions the thickness of the films was increased to obtain more reliable results 
from the simulation ofiR spectra (§4.2). For thicker films (~500 nm) the deposition time must be 
in the order of several minutes. The downside of longer deposition time is the increased erosion 
of the carbon nozzle. This causes a non constant supply of carbon from the nozzle to the plasma. 
Previous work showed that the growth rate decays during the life time of the older type 
nozzle[DEU971. The result of the temperature series are shown in figure 3 .22. 
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Fig. 3.22: Absorption rate as a function of substrate temperature for different wavenumbers. (I arc=80 A, 
Ar flow=70 scc/s, N2 flow=70 scc/s, Ts=-25,25,150,275,380 °C) 

The left plot in figure 3.22 shows that the growth rate of the absorption values increases with 
increasing substrate temperature. The growth rate at different wavenumbers are compared 
relative to the growth rate at 1600 cm-I. The absorption value at 1360 cm-I increases relative to 
the absorption at 1600 cm-I whereas the relative absorption at 2250 cm-I seems to decrease. The 
relative absorption value at 2180 cm-I remains fairly constant however. 

For this temperature series no shutter was used. This was done to investigate the effect of the 
shutter. During previous measurements a quick large absorption around 2200 cm-I was found 
after the first reflection measurement. There might be slow minor film growth during the time the 
shutter is still in front ofthe substrate by radicals with low sticking probability. To eliminate this 
possibility the shutter is simply not being used. First an argon plasma is created and after about 
35 seconds nitrogen gas is injected into the cascaded are. Figure 3.23 shows the time resolved 
development of several absorption values during film deposition. 
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Fig. 3.23: Time resolved absorption values. (T.=-25 oe, Iarc=80 A, Ar flow= 70 scc/s, N2 flow=30 scc/s) 

At a substrate temperature of -25 °C the growth rate of the absorption values is the slowest 
compared to the absorption rates at higher substrate temperatures (fig. 3.17). To obtain a more 
detailed picture of the time resolved development during film growth the time steps between 
spectra is further lowered to 0.36 seconds. No deposition occurs during the time the argon plasma 
is tumed on and the absorption values remain close to zero within the error margin. When 
nitrogen is tumed on a very fast increase ofthe absorption values is measured. Around 2200 cm"1 

the initial step in absorption value is larger than could be predicted by the linear growth later on. 
This is in agreement with the earlier observations (see for example fig. 3.15) and it can therefore 
be concluded that no deposition is tak:ing place when the shutter is in front of the plasma beam. 
The great deviations from linear growth around 40 and 42 seconds are explained by a very noisy 
signal on the detector during these scans. 

The absorption values at 1360 and 1600 cm-1 first show fast increasing absorption values. The 
initial fast absorption growth then slows down below the after 8 seconds observed linear 
absorption growth. This seemingly slowed down absorption rate could be explained by a lower 
carbon flux from an initial cold nozzle to a warm nozzle at constant temperature. When the 
plasma shutter was used and the nozzle could heat up for about 15 seconds this slowed down 
deposition rate within the first 5 seconds of deposition was not observed. 

The absorption increase around 1500 cm-1 seems tostart later (t=35 seconds) than the initial fast 
absorption increase at 2200 cm-1 (t=34 seconds). This supports the thought of adsorption of C=N 
bonded species foliowed by a transformation to other honds (C-C, C=C, C=N). Within 1 second 
the absorption at 1600 cm-1 is about 0.01 and then increases much slower. This could mean that 
during the initial growth the density ofC=N, C=C (~1600 cm-1

) and C-C (~1360 cm-1
) honds is 

much higher as compared to the density of these honds in bulk materiaL 
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3.2.5 Comparison of depositions 

eomparison of the measurements in sections 3.2.1, 3.2.2 and 3.2.3 shows some differences. For 
the first series of measurements no polariser was used. F or comparison between the series the 
absorption values must be multiplied by a factor 2 to compensate for the use of a polariser 
(§2.5.2). The absorption values for the three deposition series at the sameparameter settings are 
summarised in table 3.3. 

Table 3.3 shows that the absorption is different for the three deposition series. eomparison 
between different measurement series is also complicated because the aluminum substrates are 
not equal and growth rate of the different deposition are not known. Also the flux of carbon 
species in the plasma could be different due to different properties of the nozzle and the hereby 
related growth rate. 
Some trendshowever in the measurement can be recognised. For both the first and third series of 
measurements at Iarc=80 A the absorption growth rate seems to increase up to substrate 
temperatures of 200 oe (fig. 3.10a). This might mean that the growth process is thermally 
activated. Possibly during growth energy is needed to create new bonding sites for further film 
growth. The first and second series of measurements show that the absorption growth rate 
decreases between 200 and 275 oe (fig. 3.10a and 3.14). This could be explained by a more 
dominant etching component of the nitrogen atoms in the plasma at hi~her substrate 
temperatures. The etching of films by a nitrogen plasma is thermally activated[ OL

97l and will 
decrease the film growth. 
F or the third series of measurements the absorption growth rate does not decrease for increasing 
substrate temperatures above 200 oe. The absorption growth rate for the third series of 
measurements is about a factor 3 higher than observed for the second series of measurements. 
The film growth is possibly divided into a positive growth component and a negative etching 
component. The positive growth component is then related to the amount of carbon species in the 
plasma, while the etching component could be related to etching species like nitrogen in the 
plasma. The higher absorption growth rate of the third series could be explained by a higher flux 
of carbon species in the plasma due to different nozzle properties or the different metal substrate 
type. The film could then for instanee be harder due to the increased carbon flux and show 
improved re si stance to the etching of the plasma. This implies that the growth component for the 
third series is larger and is less influenced by the etching component. This relative small etching 
component then does not decrease the absolute absorption growth rate at higher substrate 
temperatures. 
The film growth seems to be determined by the sum of thermally activated growth and etch 
component. The thermal energy could be used to change bonding types during growth so new 
honds between atoms are made possible. Another use of the thermal energy could be the surface 
diffusion of weakly bonded species (physi-sorbed) to other available bonding sites. The different 
properties of the carbon nozzle during its lifetime, and different aluminum substrate types cause 
some uncertainty in the comparison of different depositions. 
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3.3 Deposition on SIM substrate 

3.3.1 Deposition of CxNy on SIM substrate 

The SIM substrate is designed to enhance the absorption signal around 2200 cm-1
• The thickness 

ofthe Si02layer on the metal substrate was specitied at 1040 nm. For comparison between the 
SIM and metal the same deposition parameters and polariser are used at a substrate temperature 
of 275 °C. In tigure 3.24 three selected spectra during the tirst 23 seconds of deposition are 
shown. The thickness after 23 seconds is roughly estimated in the order of 40-70 nm. 
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Fig. 3.24: Time resolved view of the spectra after 2, 10 and 23 seconds of deposition using SIM substrate and 
polariser. (Substrate temperature = 275 oe, Iarc=80 A, Ar flow=70 scc/s, N2 flow=30 scc/s) 

The spectra in tigure 3.24 show that the baseline ofthe SIM substrate is less straightforward than 
for the metal substrate. The baseline cannot be simply estimated by a straight line as can be seen 
for the (1800- 2000) cm·1 region. The baseline is however estimated by a constant line through 
each spectra at 2600 cm-1

• The calculated absorption values around 1500 cm·1 are a little too high 
as can be seen in tigure 3.24. The absorption values calculated relative to this "base"-line are 
shown in tigure 3.25. 
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Fig.3.25: Absorption values at different wavenumbers during growth of a film on top of SIM substrate. Oarc=80 A, 
T5=275 oe, polariser used). 
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The time resolved absorption plot shows that the C=N peaks around 2200 cm·1 are initially 
largest. The initial growth during the fi.rst 4 seconds of the absorption values at 2180 and 2250 
cm·1 seems to be larger than the later observed bulk growth. 

The absorption enhancement of different substrate types can be compared if the investigated 
films on the substrates are assumed to be equal. This was tried by using the same deposition 
parameters. The two depositions on different substrate types were performed with the same 
nozzle shortly after each other. This will minimise the erosion of the carbon nozzle and thus 
minimise the influence on the growth rate [DEU

971
. The growth rates of the absorption values on 

the SIM and metal substrate type (2nd series) are compared in figure 3.26. 
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Fig. 3.26: Absorption rate for metal- (with and without polariser) and SIM-substrate at equal deposition parameters 
and for different wavenumbers. (Ts=275 °C, Iarc=80 A, Ar flow=70 scc/s, N2 flow=30 scc/s) 

The SIM-substrate shows the highest absorption signal as compared to the metal substrate. The 
effect ofthe polariser on the absorption signal fora metal substrate is roughly a factor 2 (§2.5.2). 
The SIM substrate enhances the absorption signal in the 2200 cm-1 by about a factor 4 as 
compared to the metal substrate. For waverrumhers around 1500 cm-1 no conclusions can be made 
on the enhancement ofthe SIM-substrate, as the baseline could not be correctly determined. 
Care should be taken when cernparing the different measurements as the actual deposited films 
may vary. Substrate heating by the plasma or wear of the carbon nozzle might cause variations. 
Simulations in section 2 show that the enhancement factor of the substrate type varies with 
refractive index of the deposited film (figure 2.23). The relative enhancement of the SIM 
substrate compared to the metal substrate varies between a factor 2 for nfilm= 1.2 and a factor 1 7 
for nfilm=2.0. These simulations were performed with a refractive index (n, k) of metal equal to 
(7, 32). Some rough measurements showed that the refractive index of the used metal did not 
correspond to literature values for aluminum. When the refractive index of the used metal layer 
(2nd series) is assumed to (0.2, 2.6), correspondingly to the measurements, the enhancement 
factor becomes lower for SIM- and metal substrate. Fora refractive index ofthe film between 1.2 
and 2.0 the relative enhancement factor of SIM compared to metal substrate now varies between 
1.7 and 4.5. 
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3.3.2 Deposition of CxNy on SIM substrate without shutter 

A second deposition on the SIM substrate was performed without the use of the substrate shutter. 
First an argon plasma was ignited and after 40 seconds nitrogen was injected in the cascaded are. 
After 20 seconds the reflection spectrum remained fairly constant. This could mean that after 20 
seconds of heating the substrate temperature is stabilised again. The effect of this substrate 
heating is shown in figure 3.27. 
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Fig. 3.27: Effect of pure argon plasma on the reflected intensity at a SIM substrate afterabout 20 seconds exposure 
Oarc=80A, Ar flow=70 scc/s, polariser used). 

Figure 3.27 shows that the reflection from the SIM substrate is greatly affected by the argon 
plasma. The absorption changes around 3400 cm-1 were also observed during the temperature 
calibration (§3.1.1). Some simple simulations showed that the changes around 2000 and 5500 
cm·1 could be explained by changes in the refractive index of the metal layer in the SIM 
substrate. 
Afterabout 20 seconds the measured reflectance spectrum remained fairly constant. To obtain an 
improved view on the IR absorption in the carbon nitride film a new background is calculated 
from the scans between 20 seconds and just before the start of the deposition. This averaged 
background is used for the time resolved scans during deposition shown in figure 3.28. 
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Fig. 3.28: Time resolved view of the spectra before and after 0.7, 1.1, 2.5 and 4.3 seconds of deposition using SIM 
substrate and polariser. (Left plot: 1000-2000 cm·', right plot 1800-2800 cm·', substrate temperature = 200 oe, 
Iarc=50 A, Ar flow=7Ö scc/s, N2 flow=30 scc/s) 
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Before deposition the reflected intensity remained fairly constant as can be seen in tigure 3.28. 
After 0. 7 seconds of deposition a large absorption in the order of 8·1 0"3 is seen around 2200 cm-1

. 

The baseline in tigure 3.28 is now estimation by a second order polynomial. An example of this 
polynomial used for the baseline is shown in tigure 3.28. In the region between 1200 and 2000 
cm·1 also an initiallarge change is observed. This change cannot (completely) be ascribed to IR 
absorption from honds in the film. IR absorption in carbon nitride films occurs only below 1900 
cm·1

• The initial large changes in the first spectrum after deposition seem to occur more 
continuously over a broader region (1200-2000+ cm-1

) with no distinct absorption features. The 
initiallarge changes are more likely ascribed to temperature changes caused by the extra heat flux 
coming from the addition of nitrogen in the plasma. The spectra at later time show that the IR 
absorption around 1500 cm"1 increases faster than the absorption around 2200 cm·1

. 

An initial large absorption around 2200 cm·1 and very little absorption around 1500 
cm·1 corresponds to the idea that during initial growth the C=N bonding is dominantly present. 
The small changes afterwards around 2200 cm·1 and faster changes around 1500 cm·1 might again 
indicate a transformation from dominantly C=N honds in the material toother honds (C=C, C=N, 
C-C). 
For this deposition the time resolved increase in absorption at 2180 cm·1 was also calculated 
(dA';dt). The resulting for absorption growth rate (dA';dt) at 2180 cm·' is 3.2·10-3

. Table 3.3 shows a 
comparison with this value for other measurements presented here. 

30 scc/s). 

The 3rd series of metal seem to have a better absorption signal enhancement. For good 
comparison the aluminum and SIM- substrate should have the same metallayer. This restricts the 
comparison of the SIM substrate from the 3rd series of metal substrates. The metallayer at the 
bottorn of the SIM substrate is the same as for the 2"d series of metal substrates. 
Comparison between depositions on metal and SIM substrate is further complicated by the 
different orientation of the IR light that interacts with the film. For the SIM substrate the light is 
orientation parallel to the surface (s-polarisation), whereas for the metal substrate the light is 
oriented perpendicular to the surface. This means that the polarised light only detects honds in the 
film that have the same orientation. Comparison does only hold when the honds are randomly 
orientated. Table 3.3 shows that the last measurement on SIM substrate Oarc=50 A) gives an 
unexpected high value for the absorption growth rate compared to the other measurements at 
higher are current Oarc=80 A). These changes could possibly be explained by changes in the 
carbon nozzle properties that causes a different flux of carbon species. For better comparison the 
growth rateis needed for calculation ofthe IR absorption per nanometer (§4.2). 
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3.4 Film changes after deposition 

3.4.1 Effect of argon gas and air on film composition 

During several measurements great changes in the absorption peaks after the deposition were 
observed. To study these changes the absorption peaks are monitored after the deposition. The 
time resolved changes are shown in tigure 3.29. 
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Fig.3.29: Absorption values at different wavenumbers after deposition on metal substrate with use of polariser 
(T.=275 oe, Iarc=80 A, Ar flow= 70 scc/s, N2 flow= 30 scc/s). 

The monitoring is started 8 minutes after the deposition (t=O seconds). The reaction vessel is 
maintained at low pressure (~10-5 mbar) for the tirst 260 seconds. The absorption peak at 2180 
cm-1 seems to decrease over time for the tirst 260 seconds at low pressure. 
At t=260 seconds the vessel is pressurised by argon gas. Atmospheric pressure is reached at 
t=400 seconds. At t=650 seconds the vessel is opened and air flows into the vessel. This means 
increased absorption of IR light by air in the vessel. The air causes the increased absorption of IR 
light by H20 around 1500 cm-1

. The C02 absorption does not seem to influence the absorption 
around 2180 cm-1

, but does have some minor influence ofthe absorption value around 2250 cm-1
. 

The argon in the vessel causes an immediate decrease ofthe absorption values around 2200 cm-1
. 

This means that C=N type bonding in the film decreases. The absorption values at 1600 and 1760 
cm-1 seem to increase after the exposure to argon gas. Fora better view on the film changes the 
spectra at different times are shown in tigure 3.30. 
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Fig.3.30: Spectra at different times after deposition of film. (T.=275 °C. Left plot: after 30 and 640 seconds. Right 
plot: after 30 and 1200 seconds). 

The left plot shows the changed absorption spectrum during the exposure to argon. The right plot 
shows the total absorption of IR light in film material and by air molecules in the reaction vessel 
after 1200 seconds. The shape of absorption peaks in gas is more peaked than in the solid state. 
The left plot shows that the absorption changes below 1400 cm-1 are hardly visible compared to 
the changes around 1600 and 2200 cm-1

• This could mean that C-N and C-C honds change much 
lessas compared to the C=N, C=N and C=C bonding types. 

The fast changes caused by argon are not likely when the argon is not in direct contact with the 
C=N bonded species. This implies that a large number of C=N honds as compared to the bulk is 
located at the top surface layer. The following explanation could explain the experimental results. 
The movement of C=N species may not be severely restricted when they are physi-sorbed. Argon 
may increase the movement of the weakly bonded C=N species over the surface until two C=N 
species combinetoa =C=N-N=C= structure. For this transformation step new C=C, C=N and IR 
invisible N-N honds (§ 1.2) arise. This structure is bounded to the surface by a double bond (=C). 
The extra honds needed on the surface for this step might already exist or could be created by the 
desorption of nitrogen atoms. 
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3.4.2 Annealing carbon nitride film 

The effect of increasing the substrate temperature after film deposition is investigated. First a film 
was deposited at a substrate temperature of 150 oe on a metal substrate (3rd series) . The film 
thickness was calculated on (220±10) nm (§4.2). After deposition the substrate temperature 
remairred constant for 11 minutes. After 11 minutes the substrate temperature set-point is raised 
from 150 to 350 oe. The substrate temperature of 350 oe is reached after 17 minutes. The time 
resolved development of the absorption values in the carbon nitride film is shown in figure 3 .31. 
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Figure 3.31: Film changes during annealing after film deposition for different wavenumbers. (Deposition parameters: 
Iarc= 80 A, T5=150 °C, Ar flow=70 scc/s, N2 flow=30 scc/s, metal substrate, polariser used). 

The plot shows that the absorption value around 2200 cm-I attributed to e=N bonding decreases 
after film deposition as already observed in section 3.4.1. Raising the substrate temperature 
increases the rate at which the e=N bonding in the film is transformed. When the temperature is 
lowered again to the original deposition temperature of 150 oe the transformation rate of e=N 
bonding again decreases as compared to the substrate temperature of 350 oe. This means that the 
rate at which e=N bonding is transformed increases at higher substrate temperature. 
The absorption around 1600 cm-1 changes very little immediately after deposition. When the 
substrate temperature is raised the absorption values around 1600 cm-1 increases. Lowering the 
substrate temperature again to 150 oe does not greatly affect the rate at which the absorption 
values change around 1600 cm-I as seen for the absorption value at 2180 cm-1

• When the 
temperature is changed the rate at which the absorption value at 2180 cm-I changes also changes 
around the same time. The absorption changes at 1600 cm-I however show a delayed response 
(~280 seconds) on changes ofthe substrate temperature. The film seems to show a transformation 
where e::N honds (2200 cm-I) disappear and e=e or e=N honds (1600 cm-1

) appears. This 
transformation however does not take place at the same time as seen in figure 3.31. An (IR
invisible) intermediate state might exist between the transformation of these bonding types. 

The absorption spectra at the startand end ofthe annealing experiment are shown in fig.3.32. 
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Fig. 3.32: Absorption spectra before and after the annealing experiment. 

Figure 3.32 shows that the absorption below 1350 cm-1 has hardly changed. This could means 
that bonding types that can be found in this region did not change significantly (likely C-C and 
C-N, table 1.1). It is not exactly determined which frequencies can be exactly ascribed to 
different bonding types in the film (§1.2). The changes around 1600 cm·1 could either or both be 
ascribed to changes in the C=N or C=C bonding in the carbon nitride film. 

The fast decrease caused by the exposure to argon gas ( § 3.4 .1) leaded to the suggestion that the 
transformed C=N honds would be located at the surface. For the annealing experiment however 
the transformation of honds could also occur within the carbon nitride film layer. Possibly two 
process types occur at the surface and within the film. The exposure to argon then would 
especially accelerate the transformation of honds at the surface. The increased substrate 
temperature also accelerates the transformation of honds within the film. Annealing could 
increase the movement of physi-sorbed C=N species on the surface and increase the rate at which 
new honds are created (§3.4.1). 

3.4.3 Concluding remarks 

After deposition the bonding types in the film change over time. This transformation is 
accelerated by exposing the carbon nitride film to a gas at elevated pressure or annealing the film 
after deposition. The C=N honds in the film are transformed and possibly C=C and or C=N honds 
appear in the film. When all C=N honds would be located at the surface there could be a direct 
contact between gas and the C=N on the surface. C=N honds that are located within the film layer 
do not have any direct contact with the gas and an explanation for the transformation caused by 
the gas exposure would be harder. 
Immediately after deposition the measured absorption for C=N bonding (2200 cm-1

) is in the 
order of (2-3)·10-3 for measurement on metal substrate and use ofpolariser (§3.2.4, fig. 3.23). It is 
assumed that the absorption of 1 monolayer of C=N bonded material is 2.5 ·10-3

. After 16 hours 
and exposure to air the absorption decrease by C=N in a film was measured in the order of 8·1 o-2 

(see §3.5.4, fig. 3.27, corrected for use ofpolariser). This would mean that a top surface layer of 
about 30 monolayers of C=N bonded carbon nitride would be transformed after deposition. This 
is again estimated on a top surface layer in the order of 10 nm. According to this reasoning a top 
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surface layer with a very high concentration of C=N bonded carbon nitride would exist. The 
concentration of C=N bonds in this top layer seems to be very high but can not be ruled out. 
Another kind of reasoning can be applied to find out where the C=N bonds in the film are 
located. During film growth the absorption value for the C=N bond increases linear over time. If 
C=N bonds can only be located in a top surface layer the number of available sites for C=N 
bonds in the top surface layer would be saturated after a stage of initial growth, and no linear 
increase in the IR absorption around 2200 cm-I would be observed. Since this linear absorption 
around 2200 cm-I does occur it is well possible that C=N bonds are incorporated within the 
growing film layer and not only on the top surface layer. 

The large changes in absorption values for C=N bonding (~10-1 ) seem too large to be explained 
by a transformation of C=N bonds that are located only at the top surface layer. The explanation 
for the large and immediate effect that argon gas has on the C=N bonds is hard to find. 
A campromise can be found by combining the two mentioned arguments. The fast absorption 
decrease during the time the film was exposed to argon and air (§3.4.1) was only in the order of 
10-2

. The large transformation in the order of 10-1 was observed after a much longer period of 
time. This still leaves the possibility that the C=N bonds located in the top surface layer can be 
transformed quickly by exposure to gas at high pressure while the bonds located within the 
carbon nitride film transfarm less quickly to other bonding types. 
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3.5 Etching of carbon nitride films 

In this section the effect of the plasma on a deposited film* is investigated. The effect of four 
different plasmas will be investigated. The films were deposited on top of a metal substrate (2nd 
series). For these measurements a polariser was used to enhance the absorption signal. Three 
different kinds of plasma were used: 

Argon plasma (§3.5.1), 
Argon-Carbon-Nitrogen plasma (§3.5.2, in the etching regime), 
Argon-Oxygen plasma (§3.5.3). 

Shortly after deposition of the film the plasma treatments are started. Another etching experiment 
on a different metal substrate was performed by applying an argon-nitrogen plasma (§3.5.4). 

3.5.1 Exposure to Argon plasma 

After growth of a carbon nitride film the surface is exposed to an argon plasma. The influence of 
the exposure is studied time resolved. For each spectrum a background is calculated by fitting a 
line through the region of (2480-2750) cm-1

• This was done because these set of lines gave the 
best optical approximation of the background. The time resolved absorption plots are shown in 
tigure 3.33. 
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Fig.3.33: Absorption values at different wavenumbers during argon treatment (larc=80 A, Ts=200 oe, Ar flow=70 
scc/s, metal substrate and polariser used). 

The argon plasma is turned on at t=O seconds and tumed off at t=60 seconds. Figure 3.33 shows 
that the absorption values decrease when the plasma is tumed on and this decrease stops when the 
plasma is tumed off. After the plasma is tumed off the values stay reasonably constant. When the 
decrease of the absorption would only be a temperature effect the absorption values would 
increase to their original value. This means that either the substrate or the film has changed 
permanently. 
The absorption value around 1600 cm-1 changes only rapidly for the first 30 seconds of plasma 
exposure. The other absorption values show a steady decrease until the plasma is tumed off. 
To investigate the influence of incorrect assumed baseline or absorption in air it is helpful to look 
at parts of the absorption spectrum itself. 
The difference between the fitted "base"-line and spectrum is shown in tigure 3.34. 

* Deposition of film as shown in §3.2.3 at a substrate temperature of200 oe. 
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Fig.3.34: Spectra at t=O (upper curve) and t=69 seconds during argon treatment Oarc=80 A, T.=200 °C, Ar flow=70 
scc/s). 

The left plot shows that the calculated absorption values stay constant in the (2400-3000) cm-1 

region. The absorption by C02 around 2350 cm-1 decreased during this measurement. This has 
some influence on the absorption values above 2200 cm-1

. The absorption at 2180 cm-1 is not 
influenced by the C02 absorption as already seen in §3.4.1. The left plot shows that there are 
clearly some changes in the film caused by the argon plasma exposure. 
The situation in the (1200, 1900) cm-1 region (right plot) is less clear because there is always 
some influence of unwanted absorption changes from H20 in the air. The large time between the 
original background measurement of the metal substrate and argon treatment makes this 
unwanted absorption by H20 larger and distorts the absorption bands. A small error in the used 
baseline causes also some uncertainty in the change of absorption values around 1600 cm-1

• The 
observed changes are in the order of 2·10"3 and could thus not be significant compared to the 
error margin (~2·10-3 around 1600 cm-1

, §3.2.3) 

The argon treatment seems to cause clear changes in the absorption values around 2200 cm-1
• 

This means that C=N honds could be transformed. The same kind of process might occur to the 
surface for the exposure to an argon plasma and argon gas. The argon plasma could also interact 
with the surface and increase the rate at which the C=N transformation takes place. The 
interaction between surface and argon was suggested to cause an increased movement of the 
physi-sorbed C=N species (§3.4.1). The heat transfer by the argon plasma could also be 
compared to the annealing experiment (§3.4.2) and contribute to the increased transformation of 
C=N honds. The measurement show that the C=N honds on the surface are quicker transformed 
by an argon plasma as compared to an argon gas (factor of 3). 
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3.5.2 Exposure to Argon-Carbon-Nitragen plasma 

After the argon exposure the film is now exposed to an Argon-Carbon-Nitrogen plasma at 30 A 
are current ( etching regime). The absorption values during plasma exposure are shown in figure 
3.35. 
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Fig.3.35: Absorption values at different wavenumbers during plasma exposure Oarc=30 A, T,=200 °C, Ar flow=70 
scc/s, N2 flow=30 scc/s, polariser used, metal substrate). 

The plasma is started at t=O seconds and tumed off at t=120 seconds. The absorption plots are 
fitted with trendlines between 1-20 seconds and between 45 and 120 seconds. After about 40 
seconds the absorption values at 1360 and 1600 cm-1 decreases and it is assumed that the film is 
etched away. Before 40 seconds however some minor film growth or surface modification takes 
places. The absorption for C=N bonding types(2200 cm-1

) increases during the whole process. 
This shows that after 40 seconds C=N honds are created while at the same time other honds like 
C=N and C=C decrease (~1600 cm-1

). This implies that the surface is modified. 
For etch experiments it is observed that initially certain absorption peaks increase while other 
absorption peaks decrease (transformation ofbonds, see also §3.5.4). During growth however it is 
observed that the absorption values increase for all bonding types (§3.2). For the first 10 seconds 
of deposition all absorption values increase. This might be an indication that some minor growth 
occurs. A fast adsorption of C=N species (M '(2200 cm-1):::;2·10-3

) might explain the initial 
absorption increase. The for film growth necessary transformation of the adsorbed C=N species 
to a network then might only fragmentarily occur due to the large interfering etch component of 
the nitrogen atoms in the plasma. 

The plasma heats the film surface. The reileetion changes during the exposure, shown in figure 
3.36, indicate this. The intensity change is shownat 2650 cm-1 where no absorption occurs. 
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Fig.3.36: Intensity changes at 2650 cm·' during plasma exposure. 0arc=30 A, T.=200 oe, Ar flow=70 scc/s, N2 

flow=30 scc/s). 

Figure 3.36 shows that the intensity decreases during the plasma exposure and rises again when 
the plasma is turned off at t=120 seconds. An intensity decrease can be correlated with an 
increase in temperature as was shown in §3 .1.1. The relative intensity decrease of 4·10"3 

corresponds to a temperature decrease in the order of 40 °C according to equation 3. 1 b. 
The intensity changes after 15 seconds might be correlated to the stopped growth process after 
the initial adsorption of C=N species. After 15 seconds it is assumed that no further adsorption of 
C=N occurs and the substrate is heated b1 the plasma. The increased substrate temperature will 
lead to an increases of the etch rate [KOL

97 and could enhance the started etch process. In section 
3.5.4 the effect of an argon-nitrogen plasma without carbon nozzle will be investigated. 
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3.5.3 Exposure to Argon-Oxygen plasma 

The carbon nozzle needed to he removed before applying an argon-oxygen plasma. This means 
that the carbon-nitride film was exposed to air and thus has a decreasing number of C=N honds 
( § 3.4 .1). The etch ra te of an oxygen plasma is about a factor 1 0 higher than the etch ra te of a 
nitrogen plasma [KOL

971
. The absorption values during the deposition are plotled in fig. 3.37. 
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Fig.3.37: Absorption values at different wavenumbers during argon treatment Oarc=90 A, T,=200 oe, Ar tlow=IOO 
scc/s, 0 2 flow= IS scc/s (injection ring), polarizer used, metal substrate 2"d series). 

The absorption decrease at 1360 and 1600 cm-I is not linearintime as can heseen in tigure 3.37. 
This does not necessarily mean that the etch rate (nm/s) is notconstant over time. The absorption 
is not linear for increasing film thickness as was shown by simulations (see fig.2.21). For thicker 
films and films with higher extinction coefficient (kfitm) this linear relation between absorption 
and film thickness cannot he assumed anymore. Another influence on the etch rate could he the 
increased substrate temperature by heat transfer from the plasma. After 15 seconds when the film 
is etched away completely the absorption values show an offset from the expected zero 
absorption of a bare metal substrate. This offset is explained by the changed absorption of IR 
light by H20 and C02 in air. 
The right hand plot shows the absorption values around 2200 cm-I. The absorption values around 
2240 cm-I increase for the first 5 seconds of etching. The spectra at the startand after 5 seconds 
of etching are compared in tigure 3.38. 
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Figure 3.38 shows that the absorption values around 2240 cm-I increase during the first 5 secouds 
of etching. This increase cannot be explained by a change in C02 absorption during this time as 
was checked by camparing the absorption changes in the 2350 cm-I region. The combination of a 
decrease of the absorption values around 1500 cm-I and the initia! increase of the absorption at 
2240 cm-I leads to the condusion that the surface of the film is modified during the etching 
experiment. A likely explanation is that when some honds in the film are broken and new C=N 
honds arise. In the next section a possible explanation for this C=N increase during film etching 
will be proposed. 

3.5.4 Exposure to Argon-Nitrogen plasma 

After deposition on a metal substrate the carbon nitride film was left in the reaction vessel for 
about 16 hours. The film was exposed to air when the carbon nozzle at the cascaded are outlet 
was replaced by a copper nozzle. The film is then etched away by an argon-nitragen plasma. For 
this experiment no polariser was yet available. This means that the absorption values are roughly 
twice as low as measured with use of polariser. The time resolved absorption values during the 
etching experiment are shown in fig. 3.39. 
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Fig.3.39: Time resolved etching of carbon nitride film. (Deposition parameters: Ar flow=70 scc/s, N2 flows=30 scc/s, 
T.=50 scc/s, Iarc=50 A for first 130 seconds, Iarc=75 A for later 156 seconds. Etching parameters: Iarc=75 A, Ar 
flow=70 scc/s, N2 flow=30 scc/s, T5=50 °C, roetal substrate, no polariser used.) 

The absorption values around 1500 cm-I decrease when the film is etched away by the argon
nitragen plasma. This is in agreement with the gradual removal of the carbon nitride film. The 
absorption value at 2250 cm-I increases strongly when the etching process is started. This means 
that new C=N honds are formed. Afterabout 200 secouds the 2250 cm-I also starts decreasing. 
After about 200 secouds the creation of new C=N honds is possibly counterbalanced with a 
decreasein film material by the nitrogen etching. The film thickness is assumed at 300 nm. For 
this thickness the etch rate of the argon-nitragen plasma would be in the order of 0.3 nm/s. The 
maximum absorption at 2250 cm-I is reached after 160 seconds. This corresponds toa decrease of 
the film layer by 50 nm. The transformation of to C=N honds could occur in top layer with a 
thickness (well) below 50 nm. 

The absorption decrease at 1360 and 1600 cm-I is not linearintime as can beseen in figure 3.26. 
This effect can also be seen in figure 3.24 for the time resolved etching experiment with an 
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argon-oxygen plasma. An explanation for this non-linear behaviour ofthe absorption could be the 
non-linear relation between absorption and film thickness (§3.5.3). 

Looking at the spectra at different times during the life-cycle of the carbon film shows another 
feature ofthe absorption peaks ofthe C=N honds (see figure 3.40). 
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Fig. 3.40: Absorption spectra of carbon nitride film at different stages: immediately after deposition, after 16 hours 
and air exposure, after 170 seconds of nitrogen etching. 

During the nitrogen etching experiment an absorption peak around 2240 cm-1 increases strongly. 
The other sub-peaks below 2200 cm-1 seem to remain fairly constant during the nitrogen etching. 
The shape of the total absorption band also looks more similar to the shape directly after the 
deposition ended but this could also be a coincidence. 
Again the question arises if this transformation takes place at the surface or within the bulk. The 
most likely explanation is that this transformation takes place at the surface layer. The contact 
between plasma and material within the film layer is likely via heat transfer of the top surface to 
deeper layers. The annealing experiment in §3.4.2 showed that heat transfer causes the number 
C=N honds to decrease. The argon-nitrogen plasma however causes an increase of the C=N 
honds in the film. The transformation within the film layer can thus not be explained by a 
mechanism of heat transfer. The nitrogen etching could cause that honds at the surface are 
broken. The observed increase of the C=N honds can be explained when a transformation takes 
place as shown in figure 3 .41. 
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Fig. 3.41: Transformation of carbon nitride film structure by breaking ofN-N bond. 
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Figure 3.41 shows that the IR invisible N-N bond is broken and two C=N honds are created. In 
the shown structure also two C=C honds are transformed to C-C honds. The energy needed to 
break the N-N bond (-0.85 eV [BIN

861
) is less as compared to the other honds like C-C or C-N 

honds. The proposed growth model in chapter 5 will show that N-N honds are important for the 
explanation of the initia! carbon nitride growth. According to the growth model N-N honds are 
present within the carbon nitride film. The increase of C=N honds measured by the etching 
experiment with argon-nitrogen and argon-oxygen plasmas atoms may thus he explained by the 
transformation as suggested in tigure 3.28. 
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4. Simulations 

4. 1 Refractive index of the Si02 layer 

The SIM substrate was made in two steps. First an aluminum film was evaporated on top of a 
silicon substrate. Then without break:ing the vacuum a Siüx film was evaporated on top of the 
aluminum film. To determine the optical properties of the Siüx a film was first deposited on a 
silicon substrate. The refractive index of the SiOx substrate is determined by means of IR 
transmission measurements with use of the FTIR spectrometer. The transmission of the silicon 
substrate with Siüx film is plotted relative to the transmission of the bare silicon substrate 
(fig. 4.1). 
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Fig. 4.1: Transmission spectra of a SiOx film on a silicon substrate. 

The transmission measurement is simulated with a single layer with constant refractive index. 
The shown spectrum could be fitted with a Siüx refractive index of 1.50 and thickness of 990 nm 
for the test sample. The spectra show two large absorption features in the (1 000-1900) cm-1 and 
(2700-3800) cm-1 regions. This means that the extinction coefficient (ks;ox) cannot be assumed 0 
in these absorption regions. The (1 000-1900) cm-1 region coincides with the range where 
different bonding types for the carbon nitride are found. The large absorption in these regions 
complicates the use of a model with constant refractive index for the Siüx film in this region. 
Also the interpretation of the background becomes more cumbersome. 
Simulation and measurement seem to agree lessin the (2000-2700) cm-1 region as compared to 
wavenumbers above 4000 cm-1

• This could be explained by a lower refractive index (~1.45) in 
this region. A refractive index of 1.44 was used to calculate the optimal thickness of the Siüx 
layer around 2200 cm-1 

( eq. 2.18)and found at 1040 nm. 
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4.2 Fitting reflection spectra on aluminum substrates 

In this section a first attempt to a combine the optical model used in chapter 2 and the 
experimental results in chapter 3 is made. The simulations will show the progress made on 
simulations on the reflectance spectra. Though a perfect agreement between measurement was 
not established some insight is obtained for a better agreement in future work. It is shown that 
with these simulations film thickness and refractive index can be estimated. Combination of the 
obtained growth rate and measured IR absorption rates reveal some interesting features. 

4.2.1 Simuiatiens of reflection spectra for light polarisation 

Besides information on bonding types in the film the reflection spectra also withhold information 
about refractive index and thickness of the film. The question arises if it could also be possible to 
determine refractive index and film during film growth. For simulation of a single film on top of 
a semi-infinite aluminum substrate the reflection spectrum of a thick carbon nitride film is used 
(~300-500 nm). For thick films a possible intermediate layer (~10 nm) at the boundary between 
aluminum and film and a possible top layer ( ~ 10 nm) can be neglected more safely relative to the 
thick film layer. First the thickness ofthe film was measured by means of ellipsometry[HES981 and 
determined at ( 420±20) nm. The refractive index of the film by ellipsometry was determined at 
2.05 with extinction coefficient of 0.23. For simulation of the IR spectra a refractive index of 2 
and thickness of 420 nm for the carbon nitride film were used. Literature values for the refractive 
index of aluminum were used[PALSSJ. The refractive index (n,k) of aluminum depends strongly on 
wavenumber and varies between (25, 89) at 1000 cm-1 to (1.2, 14) at 7300 cm-1

• The refractive 
index of metal is described by use of a fourth order polynomial. 
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Fig. 4.2: Measurement and first attempt to simulate carbon nitride film on aluminum substrate. 
(Film: thickness = 420 nm, (n,k)=(2, 0), literature values for aluminum substrates used.) 

Figure 4.2 shows an interference pattem around 3300 cm-I for s-polarised light and around 7000 
cm-1 for p-polarised light. The simulations seem to describe the position of this interference 
reasonably well. The absolute values for measurement and simulations show a large discrepancy. 
As refractive index and thickness of the film seemed reasonably well determined by the 
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interference pattem and ellipsometry. The next logical step is to vary the refractive index of the 
metallayer. Variation of the refractive index of the metallayer did not give a great improvement 
of the simulation compared to the measurement. As variation of the aluminum refractive index 
did not solve the large difference between simulation and measurement other improvements have 
to he made. 
The reflection measurement show that the film causes a much lower reflection around 3300 cm-1 

than predicted by the simulations. This could mean that light is absorbed in the film. Another 
factor on the reflected light is the light reflection at the aluminum as determined by the refractive 
index of the metal. The simulations can thus he improved by a different wavenumber dependent 
refractive index for the used aluminum substrate and an extinction coefficient of the film (kfilm) 
different than zero. 
The following simulations still make use of literature values for aluminum but allowed a constant 
non-zero constant for the extinction coefficient ofthe film. The fit routine (appendix A) was used 
to fit refractive index (n,k)film and thickness of the film to the measurement for s-polarised light 
between 2500 and 4500 cm-1

• The result is shown in tigure 4.3. 
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Fig. 4.3: Measurement and simulation for carbon nitride film with non-zero extinction coefficient 
(kfilm) on the aluminum substrate. (Film: thickness = (433±11) nm, (n,k)=(l.95 ,0.015), literature 
values for aluminum substrates used.) 

Simulations and measurement for s-polarised light correspond better when an extinction 
coefficient equal to 0.015 is used for the film. The thickness of the film was determined at 
(433±11) nm and corresponds well to the thickness as found by ellipsometry. Measurement and 
simulation for p-polarised light show some improvement but still a large discrepancy. 

The simulations can further he improved by using another wavenumber dependent aluminum 
refractive index and wavenumber dependent refractive index of the film. Changing the refractive 
index of the aluminum proved very difficult as it shows a very large wavenumber dependency 
over a broad range. Instead the extinction coefficient of the film is varied for different 
wavenumbers. Now at different wavenumbers the extinction coefficient (kfilm) is calculated to 
make measurement and simulations correspond perfectly. The resulting values for the reflection 
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spectra and calculated extinction coefficients at different wavenumbers for different polarisation 
states are shown in figure 4.4. 
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Fig. 4.4: Left plot shows calculated extinction coefficient of film needed to describe the 
measurement. (Film: thickness = (433±11) nm, n=l.95, literature values for aluminum substrates 
used. Calculated kfilm is fitted with fourth order polynomial and is used for simulations shown in 
right plot. ) 

The left plot in figure 4.4 shows the calculated extinction coefficients needed to make a perfect 
agreement between measurement and simulation. The calculated extinction coefficients are 
different for s- and p-polarised light. These values should not be considered as the actual 
extinction coefficient of the carbon nitride film but could be used to create a better understanding. 
Though an-isotropic films cannot be ruled out it is now assumed that the deposited thick films are 
isotropic. This means that the calculated extinction coefficient should be equal for measurements 
with s- and p-polarised light. A possible explanation between the different calculated values for 
kfilm for different polarisation states can be found in the refractive index used for the aluminum 
substrate. The used values for the aluminum refractive index represent the values as found in 
literature and could differ from the refractive index that has to be used for the experiments. 
Possible differences can be explained for instanee in the surface roughness, 
an aluminum-oxide layer on top of the aluminum substrate[PALSSJ or actual composition of the 
used substrate. 

Simulations show that measurement for s-polarised light are easier to simulate. This may be 
explained by a small influence of the incorrect values for the refractive index of the aluminum 
substrate on the outcome of the measurement for s-polarised light. As already mentioned the 
aluminum refractive index varies between (25, 89) at 1000 cm·1 to (1.2, 14) at 7500 cm-1

• The 
influence of the aluminum refractive index on the light reflection on an aluminum substrate is 
shown in figure 4.5. 
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Fig. 4.5: Influence of refractive index on reflection at aluminum substrate. Dotted curves show 
reflection for (n,k)metai=(l.2, 14) at 1000 cm-1

, solid curves show reflection for (n,k)metai=(25, 89) 
at 7300 cm-1

• 

Figure 4.5 shows that the reflection for s-polarised light is near 100% at an angle of incidence 
equal to 70° and is nearly independent of the aluminum refractive index over a wide wavenumber 
range. For p-polarised light however the influence of varying refractive index is much larger as 
can be seen in tigure 4.5. This means that an incorrect value of the refractive index has a much 
larger influence on the outcome for p-polarisation as compared to simulations for s-polarisation. 

For simulations of the reflection spectra a small (~0.01) but non-zero extinction coefficient is 
needed. In order to simulate reflection spectra for films on aluminum substrates for especially p
polarisation the refractive index of the used substrate are needed over the IR range (800-7500 
cm-1

). For s-polarised light an incorrect value for the refractive index does not have as much 
influence on the simulations as previously shown. Fitting reflection spectra is most successful for 
thick films that show interference pattems. Thin films below around 150 nm do not show an 
interference pattem. Due to possible offsets like temperature effects these films are much harder 
to simulate. The next section will show the result of simulations performed for thick films 
deposited at different substrate temperatures and s-polarised light. 

4.2.2 Simuiatiens of CxNy films deposited at different substrate temperatures 

Thickness and refractive index of the film is determined for the third measurement series on 
metal substrate (§3.2.4). Background and reflection spectra were measured with s-polarised light 
before and after deposition. Due to a longer deposition time in the order of several minutes the 
reflection spectra show the interference pattems that are needed for determination of refractive 
index and thickness of the film. Linear growth of the film is assumed and the growth rate of the 
film is determined from film thickness and deposition time of the film. Film properties are 
calculated for films deposited at a substrate temperatures between 150 and 380 °C. These films 
were thick enough to show interference pattem in the reflection spectra. For these films the 
refractive index and growth rate of the film were respectively in the range of (1.9±0.1) and 
(3.0±0.3) nm!s. These growth rates correspond to the growth rates found by ellipsometry within 
the experimental uncertainty. 
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Insection 3.2.4 the absorption growth rates per second were calculated (dAfd1). The absorption 
rates were calculated from the linear absorption increase within the first 25 seconds of deposition. 
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In this region the absorption can be assumed linear with film thickness as shown in §2.6. With 
use of the growth rates at different substrate temperatures the absorption per nm of film thickness 
can be calculated. The growth rate and resulting absorption per nm film thickness are shown in 
tigure 4.6. 
Fig. 4.6: Left plot shows growth rate and refractive index of CxNy films deposited at different 
substrate temperatures. Right plot shows the resulting absorption (A') per nm as calculated with 
use of the found values in §3.2.4. (Deposition parameters: Iarc=80 A, Ar flow=70 scc/s, N2 

flow=30 scc/s, metal substrate use ofpolariser.) 

The growth rate varies only very little with substrate temperature for these measurements as seen 
in tigure 4.6. The absorption growth rate as calculated varies considerably over time as shown in 
section 3.2.4. The arising IR absorption per nm shows that the absorption at different 
wavenumbers is not constant for different substrate temperatures. This implies that a direct 
translation from IR absorption rate per second to growth rate of the film cannot be made. 
The total number of honds is determined by the width and height of the absorption peak. For 
these measurements the width of the peaks remained fairly constant and the peak height can thus 
assumed to be proportional to the total number of honds. An increased absorption per nm could 
mean that the density of these honds in the films also increases. When IR absorption at specific 
wavenumber is translated to bonding types in the film (table 1.1) one could conclude that the 
density of C=C and C=N increases with increasing substrate temperature for these set of 
deposition parameters. Previous research showed that increasing a-C:H film density could be 
related to an increasing value for the refractive index[GIE961

• The refractive index for the CxNy film 
at different substrate temperatures does not vary much (fig. 4.5) and arelation between changes 
in film density and refractive index is not explicitly supported here. lt is noted however that the 
film density does not have to be solely determined by the density of different bonding types in the 
film. 
The absorption per nm at 2250 cm-1 stays reasonably constant while the absorption per nm 
around 2180 cm-1 increases with increasing substrate temperature. This might mean that C=N 
honds are differently bonded to the matrix at different substrate temperatures. The large increase 
in absorption values with increasing substrate temperature cannot be (completely) explained by a 
temperature dependent IR light absorption as is shown by the annealing experiments (§3.4.2). 
More research is needed to establish a better relation between film properties and substrate 
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temperature but it may be concluded that no straightforward transformation from IR absorption 
rate to growth rate can be made. 

4.2.3 Calculation of extinction coefficient for CxNy film 

In section 2.6 the enhancement factor (M) was introduced to describe the relation between IR 
absorption and film properties like thickness (dfitm) or extinction coefficient (kfitm) for different 
substrate types: 

A'= Ro -R =M.2nfilmkfilmdfilm (2.20). 
Ro 

In section 4.1.2 the values for A fdfitm and refractive index of the film (nfitm) were simulated. 
Equation (2.20) shows that the extinction coefficient of the film can be calculated when the 
enhancement factor (M) for the used aluminum substrate is known. For calculation of the 
enhancement factor the wavenumber dependent refractive index of the aluminum substrate is 
known. Simulations in section 4.1.1 showed however that the refractive index of the aluminum 
substrate is not known. When the enhancement factor would not depend much on the refractive 
index of the metal some estimate for the enhancement factor (M) could be made. Figure 4. 7 
shows the influence of the enhancement factor over a wide range of possible values for the 
refractive index of the metal. 

1.15 

M (~m-1) 1.1 

1.05 

Fig. 4.7: Influence of refractive index of metal layer on the enhancement factor M of a metal substrate. (Wavenr 
=2200 cm·1

, n1um=l.9, k1um=O.l, dfilm=25 nm, angle ofincidence=70°, p-polarisation, (n,k)metal =(2 . .100, 4 .. 150).) 

Figure 4.7 shows that the enhancement factor is not greatly influenced over a wide range of 
possible values for the refractive index ofthe metal substrate. Fora metal substrates the reflection 
coefficient can be near 100% and some minor variations in this reflection coefficient do not seem 
to influence the enhancement factor greatly. The extinction coefficient of the film influences the 
enhancement ofthe metal substrate as shown insection 2.6.2. For values of kfitm in the (0-1) range 
the enhancement factor varies between (0.4-1.1) for the used wavenumber region (1 000-2300 
cm-1

). For calculation ofthe extinction coefficient (kjitm) the following equation has to be solved: 

(4.2). 
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The enhancement factor for the metal substrate also depends on the wavenumber (u) as shown in 
section 2.6.3. The extinction coefficient (kfilm) was calculated with use ofthe optical model (§2.1) 
and the values found for A '!dfilm in section 4.1.2. The calculated values for the extinction 
coefficient ofthe film will give an indication in what range the values are located. The calculated 
values for k.ft1m are shown in tigure 4.7. 
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Fig. 4.8: Calculated values for kfilm as derived from values in fig. 4.5 for different wavenumbers and use of optical 
model. 

The dependency of the extinction coefficient on the substrate temperature shows a similar 
dependency as the absorption per nm (fig. 4.6). The extinction coefficient at 2250 cm-1 attributed 
to e=N bonding changes very little and stays within the range of (0.03±0.02). The extinction 
coefficient at 2180 cm-I changes from 0.06 at 150 oe to 0.11 at 380 oe. Possibly different types 
of e=N exist as also seen by different absorption peaks at 2180 and 2240 cm-1 insection 3.5.3. 
The different e=N honds could be for instanee be located at different sites in the carbon nitride 
matrix. These different e=N bonding types seem to respond differently to changes in the 
substrate temperature as shown by the different increase ofthe extinction coefficient (fig. 4.8). 
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4.2.4 Conclusions 

The simulations showed that a non-zero extinction coefficient was needed to fit the reflection 
spectra in the "non-absorbing" wavenumber regions. F or better agreement between measurement 
and simulations the wavenumber dependent refractive index of the used aluminum substrates are 
needed. A direct transformation from the IR absorption increase over time to growth of the film 
can not he made as showed by the simulations. At different substrate temperatures the density of 
the different bonding types within the carbon nitride seem to change. With use of the 
enhancement factor for the metal substrate an estimate was made for the extinction coefficient of 
the film (k.fttm). The extinction coefficient for C=N type bonding around 2200 cm-1 was estimated 
in the order of (0.05-0.1 ). Determination of total IR absorption for specific honds and growth rate 
can lead to more insight in the density of different bonding types in relation to the film density. 
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5. Growth model for carbon nitride film 

The time resolved IR absorption measurements showed that the shape of the absorption peaks 
changes during growth of the carbon nitride film. Changing absorption peaks mean that the 
bonding types in the films also change and thus indicate that a different film structure is formed. 
In this section first several observations of the initial film growth will he given. From these 
observations a first onset for a possible growth model of the carbon nitride film will he proposed. 

5. 1 Observations 

During film growth the absorption peaks change. In figure 5.1 the absorption spectra at different 
stages of the film growth are shown. 
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Fig. 5.1: Absorption spectra at different times during film growth: after 1, 5, 16 seconds. (Bulk growth rate estimated 
to he in the order of 1-3 nm Is, measurement at T5=200 °C as shown in §3.2.3.) 

The first plot after 1 seconds of deposition shows that initially the C=N bond (2200 cm-1
) is 

strongly represented at the first stages of film growth. This strong initial absorption around 2200 
cm-1 related to C=N honds was best observed for the time-resolved measurement on the SiOx 
surface of the SIM substrate (§3.3.2). A strong initial absorption for the C=N honds may he 
explained by a fast adsorption of CN radicals present in the plasma[DEU971. The absorption 
between 1250 and 1700 cm-1 

(C-C,C=N,C=C bonding) is initially in the sameorder as the absorption around 2200 cm-1 (C=N 
bonding). The second plot after 5 seconds shows only very little increase of the absorption 
around 2200 cm-1 while the absorption around 1500 cm-1 increases strongly (see also §3.2.3). 
Between 1000 and 1250 cm-1 no clear absorption is observed though the sensitivity in this region 
is diminished (§3.1.5). 
The third plot shows that the shape of the absorption around 1500 cm-1 has changed strongly and 
now at least two sub-peaks around 1400 and 1650 cm-1 are visible. This sub-peak at 1600 cm-1 

may possible he ascribed to C=C and C=N bonding while the peaks around 1400 cm-1 could he 
ascribed to C-C bonding (table 1.1 ). The last plot also shows a visible absorption between 1000 
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and 1300 cm·1
• Though still under discussion this absorption could be ascribed to C-N bonding in 

the film (§ 1.2). 

From these observations the assumed film honds at different times in the initial film growth are 
summarized below. Starting from the beginning of the film growth: 
1. C=N bonding type increases fast and dominates the film growth initially, 
2. C=N ,C=C and C-C bonding increases while the number of C=N honds increases slowly for a 

short time after the fast initial increase, 
3. The absorption for C=C or C=N increases relative to the absorption for C-C bonding types, 
4. Finally also the absorption for the C-N bond becomes visible. 

Apparently the number of honds per atom is very high (C=N) in the initial stage and while the 
film growth continues the number of triple and double honds decreases. This could be boldly 
translated to an initial state where atoms in the film are not highly connected to a state where the 
number of connections between atoms increases and a structure is formed. This more or less 
corresponds with the idea that separated CN species from the plasma become a tight and hard 
carbon nitride film. It is assumed that the flux of CN species from the plasma is a dominant factor 
in the carbon nitride growth. The next section will propose a growth model that is based on the 
experimental observations. 
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5.2 Growth model 

The measurement and translation to bonding types must lead to the desired growth model that 
describes the initia! carbon nitride film growth on the surface. Here an attempt to translation of 
the observations to a more illustrative explanation of film growth will he presented. The first 
observation can he translated to the adsorption of CN species from the plasma on the surface (fig. 
5.2a). After a short time the surface will he saturated with absorbed CN species and the next 
logica! step seems to he the mutual bonding between adsorbed species. The physi-sorbed CN 
particles may move over the surface and for instanee combine to a N=C-C=N molecule on the 
surface. 

N 
I 

N 
111 

N-e-e 

Fig. 5.2a: Adsorption of and mutual bond between CN species on the surface. 

The N=C-C=N is a volatile product and could possibly desorb from the surface or preferentially 
contribute to the continued film growth. The next step could he formed by further combination to 
structures like: C=N-N=C=C=N-N=C. One of the possible structures for the next growth step is 
shown in figure 5.2b: 

N 
111 

N=C-C 

Fig. 5.2b: Formation of one-dimensional structure by transformation of C=N to C=N and C=C honds. 

The one-dimensional structure in figure 5.2b shows that now also C=N and C=C bonding types 
are present on the surface. Some C-C honds of the N=C-C=N molecules could now he 
transformed to C=C honds. This transformation could explain the initial strong IR absorption of 
C-C honds relative to the C=C honds as noticed in §5.1 (step 3). The suggested growth structure 
in fig. 5.2b doesnotshow a high degree of bonding with the substrate. The honds between N=C
C=N molecules to a structure like -N=C=C=N-N=C=C=N- is only possible when the carbon 
atoms are not chemically bonded to the surface. 
Also the "IR invisible" N-N honds play an important role (§ 1.2) in the suggested structure. The 
amount of nitrogen incorporation will he related to the amount of nitrogen atoms in the plasma. 
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The exact structure will differ for various conditions but C-N does not yet play an important role 
in this transformation of adsorbed CN species to the structure seen tigure 5.2b. This in agreement 
with the fourth observation of slowed down increase of C-N honds. 

The next important step will be the growth of another layer on top of the existing structure. The 
large number of double honds in C=C and C=N indicate that some extra bonding between 
additional molecules should be possible. 

N NN 
11 1 11 1 11 1 
ç c c 

=C:C-N-N=e=c-N 

Fig. 5.2c: Bondingtoa network. 

The C=C and C=N honds are transformed to C-C and C-N honds in the maturing film. With 
increasing network structure of the film the number of C-N honds in the films also seems to 
increase. When one CN radicals honds to the structure one created active sites remains. For 
example an active N• site as shown in tigure 5.2c. The creation of the suggested active sites 
could enhance the film growth. 

These three pictures show a simplified picture of an initia} situation of little bonding to a situation 
where a film structure is formed. The explanation shows that the structure is not highly bonded to 
the substrate surface. Also the influence of the nitrogen atoms in the plasma during the initial 
growth is not taken into account in the growth model. Some refinement and for instanee 
experiments with varying nitrogen concentratien in the plasma could further increase the 
understanding of the carbon nitride growth. The adsorption of CN species on the surface and 
quick transformation ofN=C-C=N toa structure like -N=C=C=N-N=C=C=N-are important steps 
in the translation of the experimental results on to a growth model. 
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6. Conclusions 

An in situ FTIR absorption reflection diagnostic was set up to study the different bonding types 
present in carbon nitride films. For detection of (sub)-monolayers film special substrates are 
needed, as the absorption signal on silicon substrates is too small. Substrates that are suggested in 
literature for IR absorption reflection spectroscopy are the Optica! Cavity Substrate (OCS) and 
metal substrate. With use of an optica! model the absorption enhancement of the OCS and metal 
substrate were investigated. Simulations showed that a new substrate based on a Si02 layer on 
top of a metal (SIM) substrate showed a better absorption enhancement than the OCS and metal 
substrate. The absorption enhancement by the SIM substrate is larger as compared to metal 
substrate and about twice as high as compared to the OCS. Another advantage of the SIM 
substrate over the OCS is that it is easier to make. A disadvantage of the SIM substrate over 
metal substrates is that it is only optimised fora limited speetral range in the order of ±(100-150) 
cm-1

• The simulations showed that the enhancement by the substrates could be explained by 
constructive interference of light in the Si02 layer. Experiments showed an increased IR 
absorption on the SIM substrate by a factor of 4 as compared to an aluminum substrate. 

Carbon nitride films are deposited by use of plasma beam deposition.The growth of carbon 
nitride films was measured time resolved for various deposition parameters. The growth rate of 
the carbon nitride was too large for most depositions and limits the time resolved study of the 
initial growth. The initial film growth is dominated by a fast increase of C=N honds. This may 
point to a fast adsorption of C=N radicals from the plasma on the surface. The fast initial growth 
was most distinctly visible for deposition on a SIM substrate. During the first seconds of growth 
the absorption at 1360 cm-1 ascribed to C-C bonding was more dominantly present as compared 
to bulk films. 

After deposition the C=N honds are probably transformed to C=N and C=C honds by either 
exposing the film to an argon gas, argon plasma or annealing of the film. From the fast 
transformation by argon gas it was concluded that the surface shows a high concentration of C=N 
honds as compared to the bulk materiaL An explanation for this transformation was suggested by 
the increased movement of physi-sorbed C=N species that combined to structures like =C=N
N=C=. For the annealing experiment besisdes changes at the surface also changes within the bulk 
film layer might occur. When carbon nitride films are exposed to air the C=N honds will decrease 
strongly. This means that absorption measurement outside the reactor measure different 
absorption values than measured in-situ during deposition. 

Etching of carbon nitride films showed a remarkable increase of C=N honds in the initial stage 
while the number of other bonding types decreases as would be expected for removal of the 
carbon nitride film. Removal of the nitrogen bond in a C=N-N=C structure was proposed as an 
explanation for creating C=N honds. When etched with carbon nozzle (low are current regime) 
some minor growth of C=N honds initially occurs. The for film growth necessary transformation 
of the adsorbed C=N species to a network then might only fragmentarily occur due to the large 
interfering etch component of the nitrogen atoms in the plasma. 
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U se ofthe optica! model to simulate the reilectance spectra proved harder than initially expected. 
The reileetion spectra could not be simulated correctly because the refractive index of the used 
aluminum substrates correspond to literature values. The simulations showed that a non-zero 
extinction coefficient (kfitm) is needed to simulate the spectra in the non-absorbing wavenumber 
regions. From the simulations the growth rate (3.0±0.3 nm/s) and refractive index (1.9±0.1) could 
be determined. With use of the growth rate the extinction coefficient at different wavenumbers 
within the absorption bands of interest was estimated. A direct transformation from the IR 
absorption increase over time to growth rate of the film can not be made as shown by the 
simulations. This leads to the condusion that the density of the different bonding types might 
have changed despite the constant refractive index. 

A growth model for carbon nitride films deposited by use of the cascaded are was proposed. 
Important steps in the growth model are the repeated combination of adsorbed C=N species to 
N=C-C=N foliowed by structures like -N=C=C=N-N=C=C=N-. When in a later stage cross
linking occurs C-N bonds arise. The growth model could explain the observations obtained by the 
time resolved measurement by the FTIR reileetion set up. 
For explanation of the measurements the contribution of nitrogen in the plasma was nottaken 
into account for the growth model. Experiments with for instanee varying nitrogen content in the 
plasma might reveal more about the etching role of the nitrogen in the plasma to the growth 
process. 
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Appendix 

Appendix A: MapJe code used for optica/ simulations 
>restart; 
> read"c:\\etp\\ftir\\fit_proc.m"; 
> with(plots): 
> with(linalg): 
> Digits:=25; 
> 
>#********************************************************************** 
> # Definition of wavelength dependent optica! constant 
>#********************************************************************** 
>#********************************************************************** 
> #Definition ofthe angle of incidence 
> angle_i:=proc() 
>hk 
>end: 
>#********************************************************************** 
> 
> nmetal:=proc(wavenr) 
> local x,ct: 
> x:=wavenr: 
>run; 
>end: 
> 
> kmetal:=proc(wavenr) 
> local x,ct: 
> x:=wavenr: 
>km; 
>end: 
> 
> 
> nSI:=proc(wavenr) 
> local x,ct: 
>1.41 
>end: 
> 
> kSI:=proc(wavenr) 
>0 
>end: 
> 
> dSI:=proc() 
> 1040e-9: 
>end: 
> 
> ncSI:=proc(wavenr) 
>3.42 
>end: 
> 
> kcSI:=proc(wavenr) 
>0 
>end: 
> 
>#********************************************************************** 
> # Definition of single Matrix to characterize a single film layer 
>#********************************************************************** 
> M:=proc(nO,kO,na,ka,da,angle,lambda,polar) 
> local g,B,angle_i: 
> angle_i:=arcsin((nO+I*kO)*sin(angle)/(na+I*ka)): 
> B:=2*Pi/lambda*da*(na+I*ka)*cos(angle_i): 
> ifpolar=s then g:=(na+I*ka)*cos(angle_i) else g:=ll(na+I*ka)*cos(angle_i) fi: 
> evalf(linalg[ matrix ](2,2, [ cos(B), -I/g*sin(B), -I*g*sin(B),cos(B)]) ): 
>end: 
> 
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>#*************************************************************************************** 
> # Total Reflection from a system oftwo film layers on top of a semi-infinite substrate 
>#*************************************************************************************** 
> R3:=proc(nO,kO,na,ka,nb,kb,nc,kc,da,db,angle,lambda,polar) 
> local Mtot,MI,M2,mll,ml2,m21,m22,go,gc,r,angle_c: 
> MI :=M(nO,kO,na,ka,da,angle,lambda,polar): 
> M2:=M(nO,kO,nb,kb,db,angle,lambda,polar): 
> Mtot:=evalf(evalm(MI&*M2)): 
> mll:=Mtot[l,l]: mi2:=Mtot[l,2]: m21:=Mtot[2,1]: m22:=Mtot[2,2]: 
> angle_c:=arcsin((nO+I*kO)*sin(angle)/(nc+I*kc)): 
> #Snellius type law with complex refractive index 
> ifpolar=s then go:=(nO+I*kO)*cos(angle): gc:=(nc+I*kc)*cos(angle_c) 
> else go:=ll(nO+I*kO)*cos(angle): gc:=ll(nc+I*kc)*cos(angle_c) fi: 
> r:=(go*(mll+gc*m12)-(m21 +gc*m22))/(go*(mll+gc*ml2)+(m21 +gc*m22)): 
> #final reflection of the matrix system: 
> Re(evalf(r*conjugate(r))): 
>end: 
> 
>#*************************************************************************************** 
> # Total Transmission from a system oftwo film layers on top of a semi-infinite substrate 
>#*************************************************************************************** 
> T3 :=proc(nO,kO,na,ka,nb,kb,nc,kc,da,db,angle,lambda,polar) 
> local Mtot,MI,M2,mll,ml2,m21,m22,go,gc,t,angle_c: 
>MI :=M(nO,kO,na,ka,da,angle,lambda,polar): 
> M2:=M(nO,kO,nb,kb,db,angle,lambda,polar): 
> Mtot:=evalf(evalm(MI&*M2)): 
> mii:=Mtot[l,l]: mi2:=Mtot[1,2]: m21:=Mtot[2,1]: m22:=Mtot[2,2]: 
> angle_c:=arcsin((nO+I*kO)*sin(angle)/(nc+I*kc)): 
> ifpolar=s then go:=(nO+I*kO)*cos(angle): gc:=(nc+I*kc)*cos(angle_c) 
> else go:=ll(nO+I*kO)*cos(angle): gc:=ll(nc+I*kc)*cos(angle_c) fi: 
> 
> t:=(2*go)/(go*(mll +gc*ml2)+(m21 +gc*m22)): 
> Re(evalf(gc/go*t*conjugate(t))): 
>end: 
> 
>#*************************************************************************************** 
> # Total Reflection ofthe Optica( Cavity substrate 
#*************************************************************************************** 
> R _ OCS :=proc(nO,kO,na,ka,nb,kb,nc,kc,nd,kd,ne,ke,da,db,dc,dd,de,angle,lambda,polar) 
> local Rlp,Rim,R2p,R2m,angle_c,Tl,T2,Tc: 
> RI p:=R3(nO,kO,na,ka,nb,kb,nc,kc,da,db,angle,lambda,polar): 
> R2m:=R3(nO,kO,ne,ke,nd,kd,nc,kc,de,dd,angle,lambda,polar): 
> angle _ c:=arcsin( (nO+I*kO)*sin( angle )/(nc+I*kc) ): RI m:=R3(nc,kc,nb,kb,na,ka,n0,k0,db,da,angle _ c,lambda,polar): 
> R2p:=R3(nc,kc,nd,kd,ne,ke,n0,k0,dd,de,angle _ c,lambda,polar): 
> 
> Tl :=T3(nO,kO,na,ka,nb,kb,nc,kc,da,db,angle,lambda,polar): 
> #No need for calculation of: 
> #T2:=T3(nc,kc,nd,kd,ne,ke,n0,k0,dd,de,angle _ c,lambda,polar): 
> 
> Tc:=exp( -4 *Pi *nc*kc*dc/(lambda*cos(angle _ c)) ): 
> 
> evalf(Re( (RI p+R2p*Tc"2*(Tl"2-RI p*RI m))/(1-RI m*R2p*Tc"2) )): 
>end: 
> 
> T _ OCS :=proc(nO,kO,na,ka,nb,kb,nc,kc,nd,kd,ne,ke,da,db,dc,dd,de,angle,lambda,polar) 
> local Rlp,Rim,R2p,R2m,angle_c,Tl,T2,Tc: 
> RI p:=R3(nO,kO,na,ka,nb,kb,nc,kc,da,db,angle,lambda,polar): 
> R2m:=R3(nO,kO,ne,ke,nd,kd,nc,kc,de,dd,angle,lambda,polar): 
> angle _ c:=arcsin( (nO+I*kO)*sin( angle )/(nc+I*kc) ): RI m:=R3(nc,kc,nb,kb,na,ka,n0,k0,db,da,angle _ c,lambda,polar): 
> R2p:=R3(nc,kc,nd,kd,ne,ke,n0,k0,dd,de,angle _ c,lambda,polar): 
> 
> Tl :=T3(nO,kO,na,ka,nb,kb,nc,kc,da,db,angle,lambda,polar): 
> T2:=T3(nc,kc,nd,kd,ne,ke,n0,k0,dd,de,angle_c,lambda,polar): 
> Tc:=exp(-4*Pi*kc*dc/lambda): 
> 
> evalf(Re( (Tl *T2*Tc)/(I-Rim*R2p*Tc"2) )): 
>end: 
> 
> 
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>#*************************************************************************************** 
> # Second definition ofreflection ofthe Optical Cavity Substrate 
>#*************************************************************************************** 
> R _ OCS _ KEUDELL:=proc(nO,kO,na,ka,nb,kb,nc,kc,nd,kd,ne,ke,da,db,dc,dd,de,angle,lambda,polar) 
> local Rfilm, Tfilm,Rtop, Ttop,Rbottom, Tbottom,angle _ c, Tc: 
> 
> angle_c:=arcsin((nO+I*kO)*sin(angle)/(nc+I*kc)): 
> Rfilm:=R3(nO,kO,na,ka,nb,kb,nc,kc,da,db,angle,lambda,polar): 
> Rbottom:=R3(nc,kc,nd,kd,ne,ke,n0,k0,dd,de,angle_c,lambda,polar): 
> Rtop:=R3(nc,kc,nb,kb,na,ka,n0,k0,db,da,angle _ c,lambda,polar): 
> 
> Tfilm:=T3(nc,kc,nb,kb,na,ka,n0,k0,db,da,angle _ c,lambda,polar): 
> Ttop:=T3(nO,kO,na,ka,nb,kb,nc,kc,da,db,angle,lambda,polar): 
> Tbottom:=T3(nc,kc,nd,kd,ne,ke,n0,k0,dd,de,angle_c,lambda,polar): 
> Tc:=exp( +4 *2*Pi *de*( -kc )*cos( angle _ c )/lambda): 
> 
> evalf(Rfilm+(Ttop*Tfilm *Rbottom*Tc )/( 1-Rbottom*Rtop*Tc )): 
>end: 
> 
>#********************************************************************** 
>#Procedure to read DATA from experiment into a [n,2] matrix 
>#********************************************************************** 
> DATA:=proc(nam) 
> local filname,A: 
> filname:="c:\\etp\\ftir\\" .nam; 
> A:=readdata(filname,float,5): 
> RETURN(A); 
>end: 
> 
> DATA_SAVE:=proc(Aseq,nam) 
> local filnam,fil,ifile; 
> filnam:="c:\\etp\\ftir\\plots\\".nam; 
> writedata(filnam,Aseq,float): 
>end: 
>#********************************************************************** 
> # Procedure to calculate DATA point at any datapoint by interpolation 
>#********************************************************************** 
> DATA_F:=proc(Aseq,wavnr) 
> local a,b,npoints,n,n1 ,n2,dn, T j,outp; 
> T:=op(Aseq); 
>a:=T[1,1]; 
> npoints:=nops(Aseq); 
> b:=(npoints-1 )/(T[npoints, 1 ]-T[1, 1 ]); 
> n:=1-b*(T[1,1]-wavnr); 
> n1 :=trunc(n); 
> if(n-n1)=0 then 
> outp:=T[n1,2] 
> else 
> n2:=trunc(n)+ 1; 
> dn:=n-n1; 
> outp:=T[n1,2]+dn*(T[n2,2]-T[n1,2]); 
> fi; 
> outp; 
>end: 
> 
>#********************************************************************** 
> # Procedure to plot the datapoints 
>#********************************************************************** 
> DATA _PLOT:=proc(Aseq,xmin,xmax,ymin,ymax) 
> local Tj: 
> #T:=seq(AseqO+ 1 ]j=O .. nops(Aseq)-1 ): 
> PLOT(CURVES(Aseq),VIEW (xmin .. xmax,ymin .. ymax),AXESLABELS("wavenr ( cm-1 )", "R/Rref'') ); 
>end: 
> 
> DATA _PLOT2:=proc(Aseq,xmin,xmax,ymin,ymax,SYMB) 
> local Tj: 
> T:=seq(AseqO+ 1 ]j=O .. nops(Aseq)-1 ): 
> PLOT(POINTS(T,SYMBOL(SYMB)),CURVES(Aseq),VIEW(xmin .. xmax,ymin .. ymax),AXESLABELS("time (s)","(Ro-R)/Ro")); 
>end: 
> 
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> DAT A_ PLOT3 :=proc(Aseq,func, varx,xmin,xmax,ymin,ymax) 
> local Tj: 
> T:=seq([Aseq[j+ I, 1],-Aseq[j+ I ,2]+NUMI (func,varx,Aseq[j+ I, 1 ])]j=O .. nops(Aseq)-1 ): 
> PLOT(CURVES([T]),VIEW(xmin .. xmax,ymin .. ymax),AXESLABELS("time (s)","(Ro-R)/Ro")); 
>end: 
> 
>#********************************************************************** 
># 
> # Applications of the formulas on different substrates and conditions 
># 
>#********************************************************************** 
>#Absorptie op een systeem: FILM- METAAL 
>#********************************************************************** 
> A_ METAL:=proc(na,ka,da,wavenr,polar) 
> local R,Ro: 
> R:=R3(1,0,1,0,na,ka,nmetal(wavenr),kmetal(wavenr),O,da,angle_i()/180*Pi,le-2/wavenr,polar): 
> Ro:=R3( I ,0, 1 ,O,na,O,nmetal(wavenr),kmetal(wavenr),O,da,angle _i()/180*Pi, I e-2/wavenr,polar): 
> evalf(I-R/Ro): 
>end: 
> 
>#********************************************************************** 
>#Absorptie op een systeem: FILM- Si02- METAAL 
>#********************************************************************** 
> A_SI:=proc(na,ka,da,db,wavenr,polar) 
> local R,Ro: 
> R:=R3(1,0,na,ka,nSI(wavenr),kSI(wavenr),nmetal(wavenr),kmetal(wavenr),da,db,angle_i()/180*Pi,le-2/wavenr,polar): 
> Ro:=R3(1,0,na,O,nSI(wavenr),kSI(wavenr),nmetal(wavenr),kmetal(wavenr),da,db,angle_i()/180*Pi,1e-2/wavenr,polar): 
> evalf(l-R/Ro ): 
>end: 
> 
> Refl_ SI:=proc(na,ka,da,db,wavenr,polar) 
> local R,Ro: 
> R:=R3( I ,O,na,ka,nSI(wavenr),kSI(wavenr),nmetal(wavenr),kmetal(wavenr),da,db,angle _i()/180*Pi, I e-2/wavenr,polar): 
> Ro:=R3( I ,O,na,O,nSI(wavenr),kSI(wavenr),nmetal(wavenr),kmetal(wavenr),da,db,angle _i()/180*Pi, I e-2/wavenr,polar): 
> evalf(Ro ): 
>end: 
> 
> 
>#********************************************************************** 
> # Absorptie op een systeem: Optical Cavity Substrate (OCS) 
#********************************************************************** 
> A_OCS:=proc(na,ka,da,db,dc,dd,de,angle,wavenr,polar) 
> local R,Ro: 
> 
R:=R_OCS(I,O,na,ka,nSI(wavenr),kSI(wavenr),ncSI(wavenr),kcSI(wavenr),nSI(wavenr),kSI(wavenr),nmetal(wavenr),kmetal(wavenr),da,db,dc,d 
d,de,angle, I e-2/wavenr,polar): 
> 
Ro:=R_OCS(I,O,na,O,nSI(wavenr),kSI(wavenr),ncSI(wavenr),kcSI(wavenr),nSI(wavenr),kSI(wavenr),nmetal(wavenr),kmetal(wavenr),da,db,dc,d 
d,de,angle, I e-2/wavenr,polar): 
> evalf(I-R/Ro): 
>end: 
> 
> #Removed second Si02 layer 
> A_OCS2:=proc(na,ka,da,db,dc,dd,de,angle,wavenr,polar) 
> local R,Ro: 
> 
R:=R_OCS(I,O,na,ka,nSI(wavenr),kSI(wavenr),ncSI(wavenr),kcSI(wavenr),nmetal(wavenr),kmetal(wavenr),nmetal(wavenr),kmetal(wavenr),da,d 
b,dc,dd,de,angle, I e-2/wavenr,polar): 
> 
Ro:=R_OCS(1,0,na,O,nSI(wavenr),kSI(wavenr),ncSI(wavenr),kcSI(wavenr),nmetal(wavenr),kmetal(wavenr),nmetal(wavenr),kmetal(wavenr),da, 
db,dc,dd,de,angle, I e-2/wavenr,polar): 
> evalf(l-R/Ro ): 
>end: 
> 
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>#********************************************************************** 
> # Calculation by use offresnel coefficients 
>#********************************************************************** 
> r_fres:=proc(na,ka,nb,kb,angle,polar) 
> local r 1 ,r2,n; 
> n:=(nb+I*kb )/(na+l*ka); 
> ifpolar=s then 
> rl :=cos(angle)-sqrt( n"2-sin(angle)"2): 
> r2:=cos(angle)+sqrt( n"2-sin(angle)"2) 
> else 
> rl :=n"2*cos(angle)-sqrt( n"2-sin(angle)"2): 
> r2:=n"2*cos(angle)+sqrt( n"2-sin(angle)"2) 
> fi: 
> evalf(r1/r2); 
>end: 
> 
> R _FRES:=proc(na,ka,nb,kb,angle,polar) 
> local r1: 
> rl :=r_fres(na,ka,nb,kb,angle,polar): 
> Re(r1 *conjugate(r1)): 
>end: 
> 
> R _MET AL _FRES :=proc(nO,kO,nb,kb,nc,kc,db,angle,larnbda,polar) 
> local B,r12,r23,angle_c,r; 
> r12:=r_fres(nO,kO,nb,kb,angle,polar): 
> angle_c:=arcsin((nO+I*kO)*sin(angle)/(nb+l*kb)): 
> r23 :=r _ fres(nb,kb,nc,kc,angle _ c,polar): 
> B:=-2*Pi*db*(nb+l*kb )*cos(angle _c)/larnbda: 
> r:=(r12+r23*exp( -2*1*B))/(1 +r12*r23*exp( -2*J*B)); 
> Re(evalf(r*conjugate(r))): 
>end: 
> 
> A_ MET AL _FRES:=proc(na,ka,da, wavenr,polar) 
> local R,Ro: 
> R:=R _MET AL _FRES( 1 ,O,na,ka,nmetal(wavenr),kmetal(wavenr),da,angle _i()/180*Pi, 1 e-2/wavenr,polar): 
> Ro:=R_METAL_FRES(1,0,na,O,nmetal(wavenr),kmetal(wavenr),da,angle_i()/180*Pi,1e-2/wavenr,polar): 
> evalf(1-R!Ro): 
>end: 
> 
> 
>#********************************************************************** 
> # PLOTTING OF A FUNCTION ON ONL Y A LIMITED NUMBER OF DATAPOINTS 
#********************************************************************** 
> PLOT _POINT:=proc(fX,xvar,xmin,xmax,npoints) 
> local Ap,Cp,np,xtemp,ytemp,ymax,ymin: 
>Ap:=NULL: 
> ymax:=O: ymin:=O: 
> for np from 1 to npoints do 
> xtemp:=xmin+(xmax-xmin)/npoints*(np-1 ): 
> ytemp:=evalf(subs(xvar=xtemp,fX)): 
> Ap:=Ap union {[xtemp,ytemp]}: 
> ifytemp>ymax then ymax:=ytemp fi: 
> ifytemp<ymin then ymin:=ytemp fi: 
>od: 
> Cp:=seq(Ap[np+1],np=l..nops(Ap)-1): 
> PLOT(POINTS(Cp,SYMBOL(POINT)),VIEW(xmin .. xmax,ymin .. ymax),AXESLABELS("x","f(x)")); 
>end: 
> 
> NUM1:=proc(func,var1,pntl) 
> evalf(subs(var1=pntl ,func)) 
>end: 
> 
> NUM2:=proc(func,var1,var2,pntl,pnt2) 
> local s 1 ,s2; 
> s1:=NUM1(func,var1,pntl); 
> NUM1(s1,var2,pnt2); 
>end: 
> 
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>#******************************************************************** 
> #DIVIDING AND MULTIPLYING DATA FILES 
>#******************************************************************** 
> DIV _D:=proc(Aseq,Bseq) 
> local nmax,itrans; 
> nmax:=nops(Aseq); 
> if (nmax<>nops(Bseq) or Aseq[l, 1 ]<>Bseq[ I, I]) then RETURN("Incompatible elements ... ") ti: 
> [ seq([ Aseq[itrans, I ],Aseq[itrans,2]/Bseq[itrans,2]],itrans= I .. nmax) ]; 
>end: 
> 
> MUL_D:=proc(Aseq,Bseq) 
> local nmax,itrans; 
> nmax:=nops(Aseq); 
> if (nmax<>nops(Bseq) or Aseq[l, I ]<>Bseq[ I, I]) then RETURN("Incompatible elements ... ") ti: 
> [ seq([ Aseq[itrans, I ],Aseq[itrans,2]*Bseq[itrans,2]],itrans= l .. nmax)]; 
>end: 
>#********************************************************************** 
>#********************************************************************** 
>#********************************************************************** 
> #SAVE THE PROCEDURES TOA FILE ... 
>save "c:\\etp\\ftir\\totalsys.m"; 
> 

Appendix B: Fit RoutinefKAM961 

re start; 
> with(linalg): 
> Digits:=25: 
>#************************************************************************* 
> #Numeri cal determination of derivative of function of two variables 
>#************************************************************************* 
> DERI:=proc(func,var,pnt) 
> local pntl,pnt2,yder,xder,dig,prc,olddig; 
> prc:=le-5; 
> if pnt=O then 
> pntl :=pnt-prc; 
> pnt2:=pnt+prc; 
> else 
> pntl :=(I 00-prc )11 OO*pnt; 
> pnt2:=(1 OO+prc)/1 OO*pnt; 
>ti; 
> xder:=pnt2-pntl; 
> yder:=subs(var=pnt2,func )-subs(var=pntl ,func ); 
> evalf(yder/xder); 
>end: 
#************************************************************************* 
#Procedure for fitting data points (interpolation of data points) 
#************************************************************************* 
FIT:=proc(Data_Fit,Func_Fit,yvar,ymin,ymax,ypoints,X_VAR,X_START,itermax,CHI_SQUARED) 
local 
e,teller,timel,time2,ij,isjs,ix,imax,iter,F,XNEW,FO,X,J,JM,JMT,JMTJM,DM,LEFTSUM,INV _LEFTSUM,Q,varmax,ytemp,ie,e_stop,iter_start,J 
MT_JM_l; 
e:=O.l; 
teller:=O: 
tirnel :=time(): 
#NUMBER OF V ARIABLES AND DATAPOINTS 
varmax:=nops(op(X_ V AR)); 
imax:=ypoints; 

XNEW:=array(l .. varmax,l .. l,[seq([X_START[l,i]],i=l .. varmax)]); 
for i from I to varmax do xvar.i:=X_ V AR[l,i] od; 

#************************************************************************ 
#Start ofthe iteration process 
#************************************************************************ 

#Calculation ofF.i and matrix F, also SUM.O before iteration 
for i from I to imax do 
ytemp:=ymin+(ymax-ymin)/(imax-1 )*(i-I): 
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F.i:=evalf(subs(yvar=ytemp,Func_Fit-DATA_F(Data_Fit,ytemp))); 
FO.i:=evalf(subs(seq(xvar.js= XNEWOs, I ]js= I .. varmax),F .i)): 
od: 
SUM.O:=evalf(add((FO.is)"2,is=I . .imax)): 
#DEFINITION OF THE DIFFERENCE MATRIX TO BE MINIMIZED 
F:=array(I . .imax,I .. I ,[seq([F.is ],is= I . .imax)]): 
FO:=array( I . .imax, I .. I,[seq([FO.is ],is= I . .imax)]): 

>#****************************************************************** 
>#START OF THE ITERATION LOOP 
>#****************************************************************** 
> teller:=O: 
> 
> 
> for iter from I to itermax while SUM.(iter-I)>CHI_SQUARED do 
> 
>X:=XNEW; 
> 
> for i from I to imax do 
> for j from I to varmax do 
> J[ij]:=subs(seq((xvar.is=X[is, I ]),is= I .. varmax),DERI(F[i, I ],xvar.j,XO, I])); 
>od: 
>od: 
> 
> 
> JM:=evalf(array( I . .imax, I .. varmax,[seq([seq(J[ijs]js= l .. varmax)],i= I . .imax)])): 
> JMT:=transpose(JM): 
> JMTJM:=evalf(evalm(JMT&*JM)): 
> 
> #FILL MATRIX DM NUMBERS 
> for i from I to varmax do 
> for j from I to varmax do 
> ifi=j then DM[ij]:=JMTJM[i,i] else DM[ij]:=O fi: 
>od; 
>od; 

> DM:=array(l .. varmax, I .. varmax,[seq([seq(DM[ijs ]js=I .. varmax)],i= I .. varmax)]): 
> 
> #NEW LOOP TO CHANGE V ALUES OF e WITHOUT CALCULATING ALL MA TRICES AGAIN 
> e_stop:=false: 
> iter _ start:=iter; 
> for ie from iter_start to itermax while (e_stop=false) do 
> 
> LEFTSUM:=evalf(evalm(JMTJM+e*DM&*DM)): 
> INV _LEFTSUM:=evalf(inverse(LEFTSUM)): 
> Q:=evalf(evalm(INV _LEFTSUM&*(-I *JMT)&*FO)); 
> XNEW:=evalf(evalm(X+Q)): 
> 
> for i from I to imax do 
> FO.i:=evalf(subs(seq(xvar.j= XNEWO, I ]j= I .. varmax),F .i)): 
>od: 
> SUM.iter:=evalf(add((FO.i)"2,i= I . .imax)); 
> ben.iter:=SUM.iter; 
> 
> #DEFINITION OF THE NEW X AND THE NEW FO. 
> ifSUM.iter<SUM.(iter-I) then 
> e:=e/IO: 
> FO:=array(I . .imax,l .. l,[seq([FO.is],is=l . .imax)]): 
> e_stop:=true: 
> else 
> e:=e*IO: 
> SUM.iter:=SUM.(iter-I); 
> #BACK TO THE OLD V ALUE 
> XNEW:=evalm(X); 
> e_stop:=false; 
> iter:=iter+ I; 
> fi; 
> teller:=teller+ I; 
>od: 
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> #END OF THE LOOP TO CHANGE VALUE e 
> 
>od: 
>#*************************************************************************** 
>#END OF THE ITERATION PROCESS 
>#*************************************************************************** 
> time2:=time()-time1: 
> 
> #Calculate the standard deviation for all parameters 
> JMT _JM _1 :=evalf(inverse(evalm(JMT &* JM))); 
> for i from 1 to varmax do 
> sig.i:=evalf(sqrt( (JMT _JM _1 [i,i]*(S UM.teller)/(imax-varmax))) ): 
>od: 
> 
> evalm(array( 1 .. (2*varmax+3),1 .. I,[seq([XNEW[i, 1 ]],i= l .. varmax),[teller],[time2],[SUM.(teller)],seq([sig.i],i= 1 .. varmax)])); 
>end: 
~ #END OF THE PROCEDURE FIT 
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